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The Shops on Loggers Lane
 Everything you need to shop local for your home. 
We offer a unique shopping community in that all of our shops are locally owned.
If shopping local is something you like to do, please visit us at the following stores.

We look forward to meeting you!
Creative Lighting Innovations
for your Fun, Mountain Lifestyle
Our showroom is open to the public!

970-879-3905

www.lightworksofsteamboat.com

Interior Design, Home Furnishings,
Lighting, Rugs, Art and Accessories

970-870-6777

homeontherangeinteriors.com

The Locals choice for Mattresses,
Furniture and Bedding since 2002.

970-879-8116

www.mountainmattress.com
www.steamboatlinencloset.com

Fireplaces, Stoves, Inserts,
Installation, Sweeps and Service

970-879-7962

www.mountainhomestove.com

Tile, Carpet, Natural Stone, Wood,
Window Coverings, Cabinets and
Design Consultation

interior

970-870-8701

Keep Steamboat Unique, Shop Local!
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Located west of downtown Steamboat between Windemere Landscape and Cook Chevrolet

970.879.6962
Visit Our shOwrOOm - In Wildhorse Market Place Next To The Drunken Onion
Monday - Friday 10am - 5:00pm | Saturday
By Appointment
| WINTER 2019 | 5
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Quality Workmanship at a Fair Price

From remodels To CusTom Homes, We Can Provide
THe exPerienCe and serviCe THaT Your ProjeCT demands

CusTom sYsTem BuilT modular Homes
designed For our demanding ClimaTe

Building Homes in Routt County Since 1980
970.879.7725

• fairsquareoffice@yahoo.com

www.fairandsquare.org • www.fairsquaremodular.com
Colorado
2673 Jacob Circle, Unit 700 • Steamboat Springs,WWW.HOMELINKMAG.COM
| WINTER 2019 | 7

FE AT URE S
P16. A C H I C H O M E S T E A D R E T R E A T
This iconic Steamboat property, originally built in 1904, features a farmhouse that was fully
remodeled in 2015 as well as a barn and bunkhouse, renovated in 2017. Now the property
has it all: modern and updated buildings and 360 degrees of the best views in Colorado.

P28. A W O R T H Y S I T E : A F T E R Y E A R S O F V A C A T I O N I N G I N
S T E A M B O A T, O N E F A M I L Y B U I L D S T H E I R D R E A M H O M E
Scott and Christina Schroeder couldn’t find exactly what they wanted in the housing market,
but they did find the perfect one-acre lot to build their dream mountain home on. Modern,
timeless, with a sensible layout and efficient use of space, this is what they created.

P36. E X P A N D I N G H O R I Z O N S : N E W D E V E L O P M E N T S B R I N G

D I V E R S E O P T I O N S TO S T E A M B O AT H O U S I N G M A R K E T
From the East side of town to the West, new developments are dotting Steamboat's
landscape. Here's a look at the inventory for every need and price point.

P50. O P E N I N G U P T H E H O M E : A S T E A M B O A T H O M E
UNDERGOES SEVERAL REMODELS BEFORE IT’S PERFECT
One family tears down walls to grow and expand their new home. Two remodels later, the
end result is a modern and functional mountain home.
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Aspen
970.925.8579

Crested Butte
970.349.5023

Denver
303.399.4564

Steamboat Springs
970.879.9222

Telluride
970.728.3359

Vail
970.949.5500

interior landscapes that delight the senses

thurstonkitchenandbath.com
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P UBLISHE D BY
FANBASE, LLC
BROOKE & BRIAN SALAZAR
LAYO UT DE SI G N &
A DVE RTI S I N G DE SI G N
BISBEE CREATIVE
C O N TE N T MA NAG E R
SOPHIE DINGLE
C O P Y E DI TOR
LAURA SOARD
S A LE S D I RE CTOR
KATHY WICHELHAUS

DE PA RT M E N T S
HOME
P56. STEAMBOAT GETS LIT UP FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
From Lincoln Avenue to the mountain to private homes, this is the time of year for
lights – lots of them.

P62. HOW TO BLEND NEW FURNISHINGS WITH YOUR EXISTING DÉCOR
Solutions to achieve your desired look.

C O NTACT U S
FANBASE, LLC
PO Box 774000-199
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970-879-LINK (5465)
brian@fanbaseco.com
homelinkmag.com
O N TH E COVE R:
A CHIC HOMESTEAD RETREAT
ARTICLE ON PAGE 16
PHOTO: MATT EIDT

COMMUNITY
P68. ADDING VALUE TO YOUR HOME
Home value considerations when remodeling or building a home addition.

Please recycle
after reading.

P70. TIDE IS SHIFTING FOR STEAMBOAT SPRINGS LAND
A look at the land market in Steamboat.

PLANET
P72. LIFE OFF THE GRID
Solar-powered living poses no problem in this Strawberry Park home.

P78. SUSTAINABLE HOME IN FAIRVIEW GOES NET-ZERO ELECTRIC

©Copyright 2019 FanBase, LLC. All rights
reserved. No part of this publication may
be reproduced without expressed written
permission of the publisher. Views expressed
by editorial contributors do not necessarily
reflect the views of the publisher and do not
constitute legal or financial advice. Please
consult a licensed professional.

RENU loan provides an easy option for solar installs.

P82. SEVEN PRINCIPLES TO KEEPING A HEALTHY HOME
Proactive steps to keep a healthy and safe home.

Should you now longer want to recieve a
printed copy of homelink, please email
us and sign up for our mailing list at
homelinkmag.com to recieve digital copy.
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Photography by Dan Piassick

970.879.6962

Visit Our shOwrOOm - In Wildhorse Market Place Next To The Drunken Onion
Monday - Friday 10am - 5:00pm | Saturday By Appointment

There is no denying that
the Yampa Valley is in an
“expansion” phase.
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EDITOR’S NOTE:
There is no denying that the Yampa Valley is in
an “expansion” phase. If you simply look around,
you will see home remodels and additions,
full home tear downs and rebuilds, ski area
revamping projects, vacant lots being built on,
more second homeowners, and new community
developments popping up all over the valley.
It doesn’t matter if you’re an old school local
that wishes Steamboat were the same as it was
when you moved here or if you’re someone that
loves the growth and evolution of community;
the fact remains that our beloved valley is
expanding. The question we must ask ourselves
is, how does our community continue to grow
in a responsible, sustainable and logical fashion
while maintaining our small town community
roots?
In this issue we cover many aspects of
community and home expansion. In fact, our
cover story exemplifies just that. Originally built
in 1902, this well-known farmhouse was fully
remodeled over 100 years later and purchased
by a visiting family. A neighboring barn on the
same property was torn down and rebuilt by that
family into a beautiful and modern entertainment
and storage space.
Continuing with the theme of “Expansion and
Additions”, this HOMELINK issue covers new
community developments, home remodels, a
brand new build, and we discuss the impact of
home value when remodeling.
Thank you for reading HOMELINK Magazine!
- The FanBase Team
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FULL SERVICE, TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
PROUD TO BE INDEPENDENTLY OWNED
AND SERVING COLORADO FOR OVER 35 YEARS

www.titlecorockies.com | 970.879.2980 | 501 Lincoln Avenue, Steamboat Springs, CO
PHOTO @BISBEECREATIVE
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THE EIDT-PETIS TEAM

Twice the Realtor
Best of the Boat Six Years Running
Call us to find out why our clients have voted us
Best of the Boat for the past six years.
MATT EIDT & GEOFF PETIS
Owner/Broker | Broker Associate
970.819.0827 | 970.724.4854
EidtPetis@mybrokers.com | OwnTheBoat.com

FOR ALL YOUR
MOVING &
STORAGE NEEDS!

NEW OWNER | RYAN SHORTER

9 70 .87 9.1 12 5 | W W W. CON ROY M OV I N G . C O M
25 10 COPPER RI D G E D RI V E, STEAM B OAT S P R I N G S
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A CHIC
HOMESTEAD
RETREAT
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BY JENNIFER DURBURG

Tops, to others it’s the skiers on Mt. Werner. Some enjoy
seeing the picturesque cattle on the farmland, some the

❯❯ When my husband Jack and I first walked onto

twinkling lights of the city on a clear night. At the farm,

the farm, I had an overwhelming feeling of warmth

we have all of that and 360 degrees of the best views in

and a profound sense of home. I looked at Jack and

Colorado. From turquoise sunsets in the West to warm

whispered, “this is it”. We had been house hunting for

alpenglow in the East, the heart of the south valley is

two years in Steamboat and after ten years in a condo

where we call home.

on the ski hill, we were ready to expand. I knew that

When we purchased the 11-acre farm in 2015, the

I did not want the mountain trophy house, I knew that

property had a newly remodeled turn of the century

I needed to be able to blast tunes without neighbor

farmhouse, an old 1970’s bunkhouse, two large unkept

complaints and I knew that I needed wide open space.

outbuildings and a neglected barn. With my pioneer

I wanted a place that my boys thought was cool, a place

sense of adventure, I spent the next three years pouring

where we they could bring their buddies and eventually

my heart and soul into renovating Cloverdale farm back

their families, a legacy property, if you will. I yearned

to its glory.

to become part of the community that I had grown

The farmhouse, with its authentic charm, triggers

to love. As our older boys began their college life in

an innate need to nurture my family. The cobblestone

Boulder, we were ready to put down some roots. What

entryway sets the tone of a time since past. Large hooks

an opportunity we had found and it all began in 1915,

running across the shiplapped walls and a vintage

when Oliver C. Bartholomew filed a homestead on this

bench welcome the guests. The kitschy sign that reads

property, known as Cloverdale Farm.

“Farm Fresh” sits above the farm sink in the simple, but

When you enter the property the views are

high-end kitchen. The communal farm table with picnic

breathtaking. I have found that people in Steamboat

benches is one of my beloved pieces. I furnished most

have their favorite view: to some it’s the grand Flat

of our home from Into the West, a local favorite. The
WWW.HOMELINKMAG.COM | WINTER 2019 | 17
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The newly renovated farmhouse is just one of the buildings on the 11 acre piece of land.

living room is where all the history is. Three large, 100-year old windows
grace this cozy space with the original fire stack centered perfectly in
the middle of the room. From hours of talking to binging on episodes of
South Park, the living room is the epicenter of the property. The master
suite sits privately on the first floor. With white shiplap walls, a vintage
wooden bed with white luxury linens and a white eye-catching eclectic
chandelier hanging from the vaulted ceiling, the master bedroom is
heavenly. The second floor is complete with two large bedrooms and a
full-size bathroom. There are two fantastic barn wood queen beds with a
large matching dresser in one room and a vintage iron bed in the other.
All of the beds have hand woven wool blankets to keep my boys toasty
at night in the winter. With Italian tile in all of the bathrooms, two Sub
Zero refrigerators, oversized artwork, furnishings by Into the West, and
the state-of-the-art sound system, the “farmhouse” is quite modern and
luxurious. At this point, I felt my Colorado dream was complete.
But we discovered that the barn was very unsafe. At that time, we had
a tenant who was leasing the barn and not only were the animals at risk,
the farmer was too. Suddenly, I was faced with the challenge of restoring
a beloved old barn in a town known for its iconic barns. Looking back,
we were so concerned about how the community would receive our new
barn and the overhaul to the property as a whole. I desperately wanted to
keep with the landscape of the south valley and felt a great responsibility
to the passersby and nearby residents. I am very symmetrical when I
design and the original barn, in my opinion, was perfect. As I pondered

The kitchen is simple, but high-end.

the idea of a new barn on this historic property, it hit me: the solution
was staring right at me.
WWW.HOMELINKMAG.COM | WINTER 2019 | 19

I have found that people in
Steamboat have their favorite view:
to some it's the grand Flat Tops, to
others it's the skiers on Mt. Werner.
Some enjoy seeing the picturesque
cattle on the farmland, some the
twinkling lights of the city on a
clear night. We have all of that and
360 degrees of the best views in
Colorado.

Expansive views of the valley are only one perk of the property.

The newly restored barn was made functional and modern.
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The living room features the original fire place and is the epicenter of the house.
WWW.HOMELINKMAG.COM | WINTER 2019 | 21

When restoring the barn,
I desperately wanted to keep
with the landscape of the
south valley and felt a great
responsibility to the passerby
and nearby residents.

The barn was restored with the help of Vertical Arts and JSM Builders.
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generation is a true Steamboat blessing.
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN: VERTICAL ARTS
BUILDER: JSM BUILDERS

In
c.

BECK

Co n

Enter Vertical Arts. I met Brandt Vanderbosh of Vertical
Arts a few years ago, loved his firm’s work and I knew they
were right for the job. They listened very carefully to me and
helped interpret my vision. It was extremely important to me
to salvage as much as possible from the old barn. Half of the
interior is clad with the old barn wood. The staircase to the
loft is modern, made with steel and cable. Most importantly, I
wanted the exterior to be “weathered” and Chris Fletcher from
Vertical Arts introduced me to a product called Ghost Wood. I
wanted the barn to be a balance of old and new, functional and
hip, safe and cool. With my husband’s cherished 1970’s beer
can collection proudly displayed in the rafters, we have a touch
of our history in the barn too.
Enter JSM Builders. Who better to build this barn, than
Jeremy MacGray and his crew. Jeremy and his wife Krysta
rehabbed the farmhouse and I am grateful for their initial vision
of the property. With the barn housing animals and a farming
operation, function was most important. We have three heated
stalls, a pass through for farming equipment, plumbing, a stateof-the-art wash basin and an awesome sound system wired
by Imagine Technology Services. Most importantly, we have a
party loft to host friends and family, listen to the Grateful Dead
and drink tequila. With exterior sliding barn doors, the loft is
the best spot in the South valley for après ski and sunsets.
As we finished the barn, sadly, we lost our tenant. With that,
my attention turned to my next project: a dilapidated structure,
or the “bunk house”. As a hobby designer, I was thrilled to get
my hands on this. The structure prominently rests between the
charming farmhouse and the new barn. Again, I decided to
keep the footprint of the structure. When you do this, you get
creative and unexpected detail arises. I turned the shack into
an art studio, complete with lots of gallery wall space and an
overall hip haute style. To create a cohesiveness between the
structures, I used the style Ghost Wood siding and the same
black metal standing seem roof as the main residence. At this
point, Mike Kimmes and Brian Heit of JSM Builders were ready
to go. With lots of Face Time meetings and onsite visits, the
project was well underway. Luckily, I was able to capture a
large space for a spa-like bathroom, with double shower heads
in a gunmetal finish, a three-faucet trough sink and locally
sourced tile throughout. It is the perfect retreat from the five
men in my life, including our Berger Blanc Suisse Shepard,
appropriately named Ghost.
When I proudly hung a tattered old American flag on the
farmhouse, rescued from the original barn, I knew deep in
my heart that the spirit of the American West is present in our
home. To search, restore, rebuild, and pass down to the next

st
ruction,
Since 1997

Brian Beck • General Contractor & Craftsman

970-846-4368 •

beckinc@springsips.com
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stel
HOUSE + HOME

LANDSCAPE

PLANNING

ARCHITECTURE

INTERIORS

FURNISHINGS

TOGETHER, WE WILL CRAFT YOUR STORY
THROUGH AUTHENTIC, TIMELESS DESIGN.

W W W. J S M B U I L D E R S . C O M

|

970.846.3734
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RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL
NEW CONSTRUCTION
REMODELS AND ADDITIONS

Residential, Remodels, Additions, Commercial...

Building green since 1980.
www.fox-construction.com • 970-879-7529
PO Box 772971, Steamboat Springs, CO 80477

Frank Becker, beckerarchitecture.com

970.846.8016

Transform your home by changing your
window coverings with Enlightened Style,
an exclusive line of Budget Blinds.

ENLIGHTENED STYLE
HONEYCOMB
SHADES
ENLIGHTENED
STYLE
HONEYCOMB
SHADES

CALL NOW FOR YOUR FREE IN-HOME CONSULTATION!

(970) 879-6293 | BudgetBlinds.com

Expertise on every
transaction —
Especially yours

Blinds • Shutters • Shades • Drapes • Home Automation

Land Title is Colorado’s leader in title
insurance and closing services.
255 Anglers Drive, Suite B
970-870-2822 | www.ltgc.com
© 2019 Budget Blinds is a trademark of Budget Blinds, LLC and a Home Concepts Brand.
Each franchise is independently owned and operated.

Blinds Teal Blue
26 | WINTER 2019 | Budget
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WOOD & GAS STOVES ,
FIREPLACES, AND INSERTS
INSTALLATION, SERVICES ,
AND REPAIRS
o B B Q GR IL L S
o ACCESSORIES

www.hotstuffhearth.com
1624 Mid Valley Dr. #3
970-879-7614

B E S T.
DECISION.

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS
F E RGUSON S H OWROOM S .COM

©2019 Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. 0319 1179707

EVER.
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In this house, there's
a lot of heart and soul,
a lot of personalized
style, and a lot of
teamwork.

The dining room is surrounded by large windows and sliding
doors, inviting the outside in or vice versa.
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The home seamlessly works its way into its surroundings.

A WORTHY
SITE

❯❯ Scott and Christina Schroeder have been coming to Steamboat for years

on family ski vacations. They’ve always dreamed of having their own place in
the Yampa Valley, so in 2016 they decided to make that dream a reality. The

Schroeder’s came with a clear vision of what they wanted: a mountain home
that is both modern and timeless, with rustic elements juxtaposed with steel

and concrete. They envisioned a well thought out layout with an efficient use of
space, including indoor and outdoor spaces that flow into each other, finishes that
are sophisticated but not too modern, and a warm and inviting interior.
They searched for a home in the existing housing stock but couldn’t quite find
what they were looking for and knew they didn’t want a major remodel. What
they did find, though, was a pristine one-acre lot about a mile above town with
fabulous ski area and down valley views, an architect whose work they admired,
and a top-notch builder to help make their mountain home dreams come to life.
The owners immediately fell in love with the Fish Creek Falls Road site and the
surrounding 35 acres of preserved wetlands and abundant wildlife.
One of the most impressive features of this home is the way it seamlessly
weaves itself into its surroundings. Architect Cameron Stuart of Stuart Arc was
excited to work on a lot with ideal solar orientation. Part of his design philosophy

Upstairs from the main entrance is the dining room.
WWW.HOMELINKMAG.COM | WINTER 2019 | 29

A resin freestanding tub adds a modern element.
2018 | WWW.HOMELINKMAG.COM
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The great room is spacious and modern.

is to embrace and replicate a home’s natural environment, and

To the left of the dining area is a spacious great room and

from this comes the balance of form and function, beauty and

open kitchen. For the Schroeders, the kitchen was a labor of

practicality.

love. They love to cook and with two dishwashers, a wine

After a two-year design/build process, the home is now

fridge, and a pantry off the kitchen, they have plenty of space

complete. Walking through the front door, you know you’ve

to indulge. Christina chose the black and brass Rejuvenation

arrived somewhere special. The custom-made pivot hinge door

Hardware island pendant lights for their scale and playfulness. A

is beautiful and massive. Its horizontal wood is finished with

12-foot quartzite slab island top fabricated by Steamboat Stone

a charred shou sugi ban look and contrasts with a long, sleek,

Works easily seats five. The kitchen cabinets feature custom

vertical stainless-steel handle. To the right is a mudroom with

fronts boldly painted in Rainstorm blue.

an artful terra cotta star and cross tile from clé. The hand-mixed

Flowing off to the right of the dining area is the master suite

blackened clay tile, one of the owner’s favorite elements in the

offering down valley views via walls of glass. The owners love

home, brings an organic element to the modern eclectic interior

waking up in this peaceful bedroom surrounded by aspens and

design style.

meadows. As with all the large windows in the home, automatic

Upstairs from the main entrance is the dining area surrounded
by nine-foot-tall glass windows and sliding doors that not only
invite you into the home but also through it to the outside deck.

window blinds allow the owners to control the privacy and
temperature.
The bedroom’s calm neutral palette is juxtaposed by pops

The dining room features a special design element the owners

of vivid reds and blues. The master bathroom, also featuring a

knew they wanted to incorporate: a large custom-made walnut

black, gray, and white palette, features cement tile sourced by

wood table from the boardroom of the company they owned.

Interiors with Altitude. A resin freestanding tub adds a modern

Cameron designed the space around the surfboard-shaped

sculptural element and rests under a southwest window and

table and Christina completed the look with walnut chairs from

beneath an elegant yet playful custom bubble light from Etsy.

Organic Modernism and a unique reclaimed wood sideboard
from Noir.

Outside, the 740 square foot deck is vast and offers several
seating and dining areas. The deck floor is Ipe, a long-lasting
WWW.HOMELINKMAG.COM | WINTER 2019 | 31

For a couple who loves to cook, the kitchen was a labor of love.

hardwood that’s a durable alternative to treated

home on the site combined with large roof overhangs

lumber. The deck is supported by steel beams and

maximize solar heat gain in order to heat the home in

encased by a steel and cable railing.

the winter. Due to the higher trajectory of the sun in

The home’s lower level was built to accommodate

the summer months, the same design features shade

their three adult children with three bedrooms

the home and keep it cool in warmer weather.” In

featuring a clean and simple modern look and feel.

addition, concrete slab floors with radiant heat help

There is an additional bonus room, a guest laundry

the downstairs space stay cool in the summer and

room, a main living area with a gas fireplace, plus a

warm in the winter.

kitchen area with a wet bar, fridge, dishwasher, and

On this lot, the freedom to use windows that work

table. It was important to the owners that their guests

with the views and the sun meant using a lot of

feel like they have their own space during their visit.

windows (thousands of pounds worth). The highly

They can have coffee on their own in the morning,

energy efficient fiberglass windows allow very little

sitting outside on the patio or staying comfy on

thermal transfer from the interior to exterior. The

couches near the fire. More options are available as

home’s orientation on the lot, the use of windows,

the day goes on with a hot tub on the patio and a fire

and the large shed roofs are three ways Cameron uses

pit at the end of a short meandering path to the right.

the environment to inspire his design for a functional,

The lower level, built into the ground, is just
one way the site provides its own super insulation.

sustainable, and beautiful home.
The Schroeders chose Colorado Home Solutions

Cameron used closed cell foam insulation throughout

(CHS) to build the home. They were impressed by

the house, but he credits the site’s orientation for a

the CHS team of Rob Van Deren and KJ Ottoman,

good portion of what makes this home so energy

particularly their commitment to quality and their

efficient. “The passive solar design is the most

ability to value engineer in the right places. Rob has

significant feature and what sets this home apart from

been building in Steamboat for 15 years. “Custom

others,” Cameron explains. “The orientation of the
AF TER

home building became fun because we got involved
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The custom table is maple wood, created from the
boardroom of a company the couple owned.
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in a lot of the interior design aspects,” Rob says. “As a rule,
builders take something from 2D to 3D. But there are always

one-of-a-kind divider between the two rooms a reality.
In this house, there’s a lot of heart and soul, a lot of

challenges and opportunities that come up. Not everything that

personalized style, and a lot of teamwork. In its 3,500 square

works as a concept works in real life and we like to help people

feet, there’s a lot of space, but it doesn’t feel too big. The home

through the process.” That is something that the homeowners

blends together the indoors and the outdoors, the modern and

especially appreciated about working with Rob’s team. “Rob

the organic as well as unique spaces and continuity. The house

and KJ were indispensable when it came to recommending and

perfectly integrates what Steamboat is known to offer: the allure

sourcing many of the premium finishes. They gave us great

of our natural environment; understanding and respect for

advice and guidance on key elements that really took the design

resources; and the coming together of different minds and styles.

to the next level,” said Christina.
Another area where Rob’s building expertise and interest in

ARCHITECTURE: CAMERON STUART, STUART ARC

design came into play was the driveway. Because the site is

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE: MARISHA COWLES, MOSS DESIGN CO.

below the road, he wanted to make sure there were absolutely

INTERIOR DESIGN: CHRISTINA SCHROEDER

no drainage issues. And because the site offers tranquil isolation,

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

he shaped the driveway to ensure privacy from passers-by. “We

ROB VAN DEREN, COLORADO HOME SOLUTIONS

used the topography and the natural landscape to buffer the

FRAMING,TRIM, SITE SUPERVISION:

home from the road as much as possible.”

KJ OTTOMAN, COLORADO HOME SOLUTIONS

The open stone and steel gas fireplace that partially separates

LANDSCAPE: DAN STORY, INC8

the dining area from the great room required additional onsite

INDOOR FIREPLACES: MOUNTAIN HOME STOVE AND FIREPLACE

problem solving. Not only are there stringent codes to adhere to

EXTERIOR FIREPIT: HOT STUFF HEARTH AND HOME

with an open fireplace, there are also structural support issues.
The 1,300-pound welded steel hood required a cantilever for
reinforcement. Rob used concrete to support the fireplace and
hide its intricate ventilation system. A custom rolled steel design
was also installed to make Christina’s vision of a natural looking

RE S IDENTIAL

CO M M E RC I A L

www. m o ss i nte ri o r.co m
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EXPANDING

WSN will create more options for home buyers and free up inventory in the lower end of the market.
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HORIZONS:
NEW DEVELOPMENTS BRING DIVERSE OPTIONS TO STEAMBOAT HOUSING MARKET
BY LAURA S OARD

free up inventory in the lower end of the market for entry level
buyers,” adds Marchand. That’s good news for locals that want

❯❯ Steamboat Springs is growing. From the East side of town

to see their dream of home ownership become a reality and

to the West, new developments are dotting the landscape.

continue to live in the place they work. It’s also good news

Like many other mountain towns, Steamboat is faced with a

for employers that often are faced with challenges for housing

housing shortage. The dream of many locals to own their piece

current employees as well as luring new employees to town.

of paradise is being overshadowed by the reality of too few

On the other end of the spectrum, several new developments

options in the marketplace. However, many new developments

look to cater to the luxury market. “It’s been ten years since

aim to reverse that trend, injecting new inventory into the

we’ve seen new high-end condos downtown,” notes Chris Paoli,

market for many different needs and price points.

Broker/Owner at Colorado Group Realty. He sees potential in

As West Steamboat Neighborhoods (WSN) Project

the current market for new luxury properties in the downtown

Coordinator Michael Ann Marchand points out, “There is no

area. Unlike other mountain towns, Steamboat still has room to

one size fits all solution to the housing challenges that exist

grow, and downtown is just one of the areas seeing growth.

in Steamboat.” Looking at the diverse projects slated for the

Whether they feature affordable housing or luxury condos,

next few years, it would appear other developers agree. From

one word that defines the new developments in town is variety.

affordable housing projects to luxury condos and everything in

Many of the new neighborhoods plan a mixture of home styles

between, recent developments aim to fill various voids in the

and target consumer, from move-up buyers looking for more

local housing market.

room to those looking to downsize.

Perhaps the need that is felt most acutely is for entry-

From single-family homes to loft-style mixed-use

level homes. “We feel that WSN, along with the other new

developments, here’s a rundown of some of the current and

developments, will provide more options for home buyers and

future projects in Steamboat Springs.
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M O UN TA I N A RE A
U R BAN S TR E E T AT TH E M O U N TAI N

Located across the street from Casey’s Pond Senior Living
development, the Urban Street neighborhood features mixedlayout units. The developers describe the community as
urban-alpine style, combining progressive, big-city style with
small-town charm. The neighborhood includes 12 row houses,
four duplexes, eight triplexes and two condo buildings with
2-4-bedroom configurations. The development’s proximity to
the Steamboat Ski Area, shopping and dining areas and the
Core Trail make it an attractive option for home seekers.
One appeal of this project is ease of living. “We hear from
buyers that they want quality living with few amenities and
work,” says Cindy MacGray, Broker Associate at Steamboat
Sotheby’s International Realty. With such easy access to the
many recreation opportunities in Steamboat, this neighborhood
will appeal to both full-time and part-time residents looking
to spend as much time as possible enjoying the benefits
of the Valley, rather than on home repairs.
The neighborhood features mixed-layout units in an urban-alpine style.
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www.urbanstreetsteamboat.com

EAG LE' S VI S TA

The mountain area is still growing and booming with
new builds. Eagle’s Vista consists of six home sites within
walking distance to the Ski Area off of Burges Creek
Road. Four of the homesites are dedicated to singlefamily residences and the two others are dedicated to
duplexes. This development provides the home buyer with
the convenience of the mountain, single-family luxury
and beautiful scenery. As the ski area has sought out
improvements, so has the surrounding residential area.
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FI SH CREEK AREA
FOX GROVE

This new six-lot subdivision sits on a prime location
off Fish Creek Falls Road and Huckleberry Lane.
Views include Emerald Mountain, South Valley and
the Steamboat Ski Area, depending on the lot, and are
ideal for buyers looking to build a new custom home.
Aspen and mature Gambel Oak dot the landscape,
with lots tucked into secluded spaces. This subdivision
feels away from it all, yet boasts city water, sewer and
natural gas. Lots start at $475,000 and go up to $645,000.
foxgrovesteamboat.com
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MI DDL E O F TOWN
FOX SPRING S CONDO S

Situated between town and the
mountain, the Fox Springs Condos
project on Hilltop is one of the most
attractively priced developments
in Steamboat. The designs are low
maintenance, and the developers tout
low HOAs to attract buyers interested in
simplified living. Close to the City bus
route and Core Trail, this project will also
be attractive to commuters and those
looking to easily access Steamboat’s
many amenities. Most of the 50 units will
be 2-bedroom, 2-bathroom, 2-car tandem
garage units at entry-level pricing ranging
from $415,000-$445,000. Developed by
long-time local company Kreissig Homes,
the project is scheduled for completion

With low maintenance design and low HOA fees, these condos will be attractive to buyers looking for convenience.

in early 2020. www.liveinsteamboat.com/
foxsprings
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DOW N TOW N A RE A
R I V E RV I E W

Situated along the banks of the Yampa River, this nearly
5-acre mixed-use community development looks to fill
a variety of needs in the downtown area. Plans include
commercial and residential properties as well as potential for a
boutique hotel on the site. This parcel between Lincoln Avenue
and the Yampa River from Third to Fifth streets offers unique
opportunities to be a part of the newly improved Yampa Street
district, a lively pedestrian-friendly area with shops and dining.
Major infrastructure improvements have been completed, and
zoning approvals and utilities are in place, creating a setting
that is ready to build in the next 12-24 months.
The parcel is divided up into several different zones, with
some parcels zoned for residential while others are mixed
use. The variety of end-use is part of what makes this project
so unique, notes Paoli. “The flexible, unique zoning creates
one big parcel that’s almost like its own neighborhood.”
The parcel is divided up into several different zones.

Residential units will be a mixture of high, medium and low
density with semi-underground parking and boast unparalleled
views of Emerald Mountain and the Yampa River. Paoli also
noted the whole site can be purchased as one lot or it could be
parceled out into smaller zones. www.riverviewsteamboat.com
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DOWNTOWN / WEST AR E A
SUNLIG HT

Perched upon a hillside just west
of downtown, the new Sunlight
Neighborhood is aptly named: views
abound, and the community is perfectly
positioned to enjoy the brilliant Colorado
sun. Located up the hill across from the
Community Center, this 92-lot subdivision
is being sold in three phases with a
mixture of single family and duplex lots.
The neighborhood is already partially
completed creating “a wonderful
community neighborhood with families,
singles, retired, and renters,” notes
MacGray, who has many listings in
the development. “The Builder ( JSM
Builders) is passionate about building
quality homes while keeping the price
in a more attainable range even though

Bright, modern interiors are found throughout the neighborhood.

rising building costs continue to be a
challenge.” www.sunlightsteamboat.com
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T H E T RAVERSE AT WI L DHO R S E M E A DOWS

Situated at Wildhorse Meadows just beneath the base of Steamboat Ski
Resort, this development offers panoramic views of the south valley. The
Traverse is a collection of twelve residences made up of 3- and 4-bedroom
floor plans that features mountain modern interiors designed to flow
seamlessly between the gathering spaces for cooking, dining and indoor/
outdoor lounging. Owners and guests of The Traverse also enjoy access to a
diverse array of features at Trailhead Lodge. www.thetraversesteamboat.com
Modern interiors flow throughout the homes.
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NEW CONSTRUCTION

BY KREISSIG HOMES

Artist renderings

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STEAMBOAT’S NEWEST
CONDOMINIUMS
Fifty new condominiums
From 975 to 1,097 SQFT
2 beds, 2 baths
1-2+ car garages
High-quality finishes
Efficient use of space
Meticulous attention to detail
Convenient to everything
At Hilltop Pkwy and Hwy 40
EXPLORE THE
NEW CONSTRUCTION
AT FOX SPRINGS!

KIM KREISSIG, GRI
BROKER/OWNER

(970) 846-4250
kim@liveinsteamboat.com
LiveInSteamboat.com

FoxSpringsSteamboat.com

WEST STEAM B OAT NE I G HB O R HO O DS

Located just a few miles from downtown, this newly annexed development is
designed to provide much-needed locals’ housing. Brynn Grey, the developers, have
been working with the City and stakeholders over several years to create a viable
plan for future growth as the population of Steamboat Springs grows. In 2019, the
annexation successfully passed in a public vote, affirming the public’s desire to
see attainable housing for locals. “City Council and the community were extremely
thoughtful in our annexation process, to ensure that this was a development that
would serve Steamboat for years to come, and the result reflects that, hence why the
annexation process took 3 years, over 30 City Council meetings, and countless other
community forums,” said Melissa Sherburne, Managing Partner, WSN.
The 150-acre parcel, which sits adjacent to Highway 40, includes plans for 400
homes, a future school, daycare and a potential grocery store. One-third of the
homes will have a locals’ deed restriction and the developers have donated land
for YVHA to build 50 units of apartment-style low income housing. The plans
include townhomes, duplexes, and single-family homes aimed at “working families,
young professionals, and local retirees thus serving a wide range of incomes and
demographics,” says Marchand. www.weststeamboatneighborhoods.com
These are just some of the new developments seeking to loosen up the tight
local housing market. While at first glance the amount of new housing popping up
around Steamboat might seem daunting, even excessive to locals hesitant about
growth, realtors like Paoli are quick to point out that inventory is still low. Demand
outpaces supply in all price ranges, and while several new developments will help
with the housing shortage, it will be some time before supply and demand even out.
Introducing new housing into the market aimed at move-up consumers helps open
new possibilities for newer, entry-level buyers.
Suiting a variety needs and styles, developers and realtors believe these new
projects will be the answer many Steamboat locals have been searching for to make
their dreams of home ownership in the Yampa Valley a reality.

JSM HOMES IN SUNLIGHT

4-5 Bedroom homes with 2,200+ sf and 2 car garages in city limits

Row houses, duplexes & triplexes at Walton Creek & Owl Hoot

Beautiful interiors, clean lines, lots of natural light

Well thought-out floorplans and quality craftsmanship

FROM

$847,000

• A M A ZING $/SF FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION

C I N DY M AC G R AY

970.846.0342

FROM

$1,100,000

• U R B A N S T R E E T S T E A M B O AT. C O M

M EETING TH E DEM A NDS OF OU R COMM UNIT Y
In partnership with The Accelerant Group, JSM Builders & Vertical Arts
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ST E A MBOAT’S B EST BUILDING SITE S
S I N G L E FA M I LY & D U P L E X L O T S

EXCLUSIVE
INCENTIVE
CALL FOR
D E TA I L S

N E W S I N G L E FA M I LY 6 - L O T S U B D I V I S I O N

F O X G R O V E S T E A M B O A T.C O M

STARTING AT

$ 475 , 0 0 0

Prime location off Fish Creek Falls Rd & Huckleberry Ln offering views to the Ski Area,
Emerald Mountain and/or Sleeping Giant. Single family homesites range from .69–.91 acres.

N E W S I N G L E FA M I LY & D U P L E X 6 - L O T S U B D I V I S I O N

E A G L E S V I S T A .C O M

STARTING AT

$ 495 , 0 0 0

Build your dream home on one of the last premium homesites just steps to the Ski Area & soaring views of
Sleeping Giant, Flat Tops & Ski Area. 2 single family & 2 duplex homesites. Lots 4 & 5 Sold.

P A M VA N A T T A

970. 291.8100

P H A S E 1 C O M P L E T I O N - FA L L 2 0 2 0 | P H A S E 2 C O M P L E T I O N - FA L L 2 0 2 1

1

2

3

4

A COLLECTION OF 12 LUXURY RESIDENCES
OFFERING THE BEST OF RESORT LIVING
3 a n d 4 Be d ro o m Ho m e s | E x p a n s i ve V i e w s of t h e S o u t h Va l l ey
Spacious Outdoor Living Areas | Direct Gondola Access
D i v e r s e A r r a y o f A m e n i t i e s a t t h e Tr a i l h e a d L o d g e

T H E T R A V E R S E S T E A M B O A T. C O M

The Paoli Group
thetraversesteamboat.com
sales@grovemtn.com
(970) 439-2483
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GROVE
MOUNTAIN
PROPERTIES

LUXURY RIVERFRONT RESIDENCES
& UNIQUE COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITY

RiverView is comprised of 4.74 acres in beautiful downtown Steamboat, in the epicenter
of activity. The only riverfront residences in all of Steamboat Springs, these luxury homes
sitting on the banks of the Yampa River are a unique and very special offering.
For the commercial hotel development parcels, zoning and density entitlements have
already been secured for a unique planned community. The majority of the site is free of
ground floor retail requirements that encumber many other sites downtown.

DARLINDA BALDINGER
& CHLOE LAWRENCE
S T E A M B OAT S O T H E BY ’S R E A LT Y

970.846.7192

CHRIS PAOLI
& THE PAOLI GROUP
C O LO R A D O G R O U P R E A LT Y

970.819.1432
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When they found the perfect
house, their first move was
to create more space.
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OPENING
UP THE
HOME
B Y SO PH IE DIN GL E
❯❯ It was 2009 and the market had collapsed. Kathy
and Scott Schroeder knew it would be a good time
for them to buy a larger house. They were ready to
get out of the condo they had owned for the past few
years. With three teenage sons, they needed more
space.
When they found the perfect house, up Anglers
Court, their first move was to do just that – create
more space. In 2010 they began the first of two
renovations on their new house. At first, it was just
adding bedrooms to the lower floor where their sons
would be sleeping. When they bought the house,
there were three small bedrooms on the lower level,
only one of them with an ensuite bath. They wanted
to create a living room space for their sons to “hang
out”, as teenagers do, so they tore down the walls of
one of the bedrooms to create a living room. Then,
with the extra space, they added two more bedrooms,
each with its own bathroom attached. The end result
was a downstairs with four bedrooms, each with an
attached bath, a living room with a large tv and small
kitchen area. Plus, adding the extra bedrooms created
more space for an outdoor patio.
The family lived in their newly renovated house for
seven years until the next renovation. It started with
the two-sided fireplace, on the main level, which was
in the middle of the room and separated the kitchen
from the living room.
“Scott wanted to move it to the living room where
it wouldn’t be blocking everything. That was the
WWW.HOMELINKMAG.COM | WINTER 2019 | 51

The covered patio protects from weather and especially wind.

ONLY thing we were going to do!” Kathy exclaims, “but then

Moving this wall on all levels not only opened up the kitchen

we thought ‘well, there’s dust already. What else do we want to

(it added 80 square feet) but also increased the size of two

do?’”

downstairs bathrooms and allowed for a larger space for the

That question sparked a massive remodel of the entire house.

master bath above. It also created cleaner roof lines so that the

Scott was the brains behind the idea and designs, but the

exterior of the house looked better, with fewer sharp angels

couple hired architect Eric Smith to oversee the plans and make

and lines.

sure they were structurally feasible.
“The main goal with this project was to create a more open,

Above the oven, they put a custom, hand painted hood which
compliments the island in the center of the kitchen and serves

connected floor plan,” Smith says. With that in mind, they

to draw the eye through the kitchen and up to the ceiling.

moved forward with their second renovation.

Robin Campbell at Olivia’s Home Furnishings oversaw the

They started with the front of the house which had a stone
façade and long, thin posts holding up the roof over the front

interior design of the house.
“Our goal was to reuse what we could, like cabinets,” she

door. Changing the dated stone to wood and painting all of the

explains, “but we wanted to update things a bit and make it

cream window casings a darker color created a more modern

more modern. We tried to keep the mountain home feeling

design. Landscaper Phil Steinhauer of Design Scapes pulled up

but bring in some southern charm, since the owners are from

dozens of overgrown shrubs and trees.

Texas.”

“You could barely see the house,” he remembers, “the idea

They did this by softening the colors and using more blues

was to get rid of anything that wasn’t necessary and open up

and grays as opposed to the more traditional, darker mountain

the front of the house.”

colors. They reused the dining room table but painted the base

Inside, they continued to open up. The kitchen was dark

white to make it more modern and fun and picked out new,

with small windows and a low ceiling, so this was the next area

patterned dining room chairs. Campbell wanted the house to

that they focused their attention on. They raised the ceiling

feel relaxed and slightly playful, like being on vacation – it is a

and pushed one of the walls out four feet from top to bottom.

second home after all.
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The living room is open since moving the fireplace to the side of the room.

With expansive views of both ski mountains, the house sits in an ideal location.
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Other additions included a window nook in the
living room with two chairs perfect for reading in the
sun or sharing a glass of wine. The downstairs powder
room got an accent wall, a new sink, great mirror and a
modern light fixture.
The entry way and staircase were the next to go.
Walls were torn down to open up the entry way so that
when arriving at the house, you walk into a bright, airy,
high ceilinged room.
“At this point, we were all in,” Kathy says, “so we
kept going, fixing anything that we didn’t like or that
wasn’t functional to how we were living.”
When they bought the house, there was a mudroom
off the garage which served as a multi-purpose room
with a dog wash, pantry and desk. It wasn’t functional
even with all its purposes. So they floored part of the
two story entry way to create a study on the upper level
outside of the master bedroom. That moved the desk
out of the mudroom. They took the dog wash out but
left the dog’s bed. Now the room is solely a mudroom
with dark wood cabinets and shelving and a blue and
white tile floor that Kathy picked out because she
thought it looked like snowflakes – the perfect small
detail for a mountain town mudroom.
Walk upstairs and you are in the new study area
with the large desk that was previously taken out of
the mudroom. This leads to the master bedroom which
has incredible views of both Howelsen Hill and the ski
mountain. The owners tore down a few more walls and
put a fireplace where the closet used to be. “It was just

A custom, hand painted oven hood draws the eye through the kitchen and up to the ceiling.

DELIBERATE CREATIVE PROCESS.
ELEGANT DESIGN SOLUTIONS.
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craftarchitecturestudio.com 970.819.1320 Steamboat Springs, Colorado

funky up here,” is how Kathy describes it. The bedroom
leads to a large, bright master bathroom as well as a
plush walk in closet and immaculate laundry room.
The last thing they decided to do was put a cover on
the outdoor deck. Step outside, and it’s clear why they
came to this decision as the wind whips by.
“Our umbrella was always flying off the deck,” Kathy
remembers, “and our furniture was everywhere.” She
worried that putting a roof on top would make the
space feel like a cave, but Eric Smith stepped in again
to create tall wooden posts for the cover so that the
ceiling is functional but not obtrusive. Now their deck
furniture stays put, even in the high winds, and they are
protected from the hot sun in the summer.
Over the edge of the deck, there is a manicured
lawn below, a sunken hot tub and two areas for sitting
outside and admiring the view, as one does in a
mountain town. There used to be a pond which Kathy
describes as a “maintenance nightmare” and when their
oldest son had a daughter, they decided to remove it.
“The idea behind the landscaping,” Steinhauer
explains, “was to make it very low maintenance since
this is a second home – but to still have it be beautiful
when the family and guests are there.”
One day, after months of renovation and remodel, the
house was finished. 1000 square feet had been added,
higher ceilings and bigger windows let more light in,
and it finally felt like a beautiful, modern mountain
home. And while the owners live in Houston, they are
frequently in Steamboat, enjoying their “new” house.
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THE UNSUNG
HOLIDAY
HERO
USI NG LI GHTI NG TO I LLUMIN AT E
TH E H O LI DAY SEA SON

Lighting illuminates the night at the holidays.
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White lights are magical
when it's snowing but a
splash of color can also
be fun.

B Y SO PH IE DIN GL E
❯❯ November – it brings the much-anticipated
ski season to our valley but it’s also the time
of year when Steamboat gets plugged in.
Amidst the skiers and tourists arriving for the
holiday season, if you look closely you can
see the holiday lights going up on trees all
around town.
The tradition of tree lighting originated in
Germany and dates back to the 17th century
when people fixed candles to their trees with
wax and pins. But it was Thomas Edison
who introduced the world to the first electric
lights in the late 1800s. He displayed the
lights outside of his laboratory where people
could see them, creating the first display of
lights separate from a Christmas tree. Several
years later, Edward Johnson, an inventor
who studied under Edison, designed the first
string of lights, made up of 80 small electric
bulbs. In 1890, the strings of lights were mass
produced and decorating for the holidays
became popular with retail shops. Several
years later, the lights became a fixture in
homes as the cost of electricity decreased.
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TIPS FROM THE
PROS: 8 WAYS TO
BRIGHTEN YOUR
HOLIDAY LOOK
#8 REMEMBER THE INSIDE: Look for design
elements such as a well-shaped spruce
tree near your dining room window that
you can light up and enjoy from inside
your home
#7 SPLASH OF COLOR: White lights are
magical when it’s snowing, but a splash of
color can also be fun. Consider lighting a
single tree with blue, red or green lights
#6 MIMIC THE PROS: Use lights with close
spacing between bulbs for smaller trees,
and farther apart spacing between bulbs
for larger trees
#5 GO BIG: Light that big tree you’ve
always wanted to light, even if it means
renting a lift
#4 SAVE HASSLE: Put your lights on a timer
so you never have to go out in the cold to
plug or unplug your lights
#3 QUALITY MATTERS: Check the quality
and condition of your lights prior to
installing. Damaged or poorly made lights
will be a hassle to keep looking good given
our harsh winter conditions

Even the simplest exterior display can feel festive. Photo Charlie Dresen

#2 HAVE FUN: Crank your favorite
Christmas music and drink some
peppermint hot chocolate while you and
your family install the lights
#1 STAY SAFE: No matter how good your
lights look, it’s not worth a broken leg or
arm. Spending $500-1000 to rent a lift is
less expensive than an ER visit.
- Steamboat Lightscapes Team

String lights add to the ambiance on the mountain each season.
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Today, people all over the world use holiday lights
to create that holiday magic that helps define the
season.
Back in Steamboat Springs, we know a thing or
two about holiday lighting. Lincoln Avenue is lined
with lights beginning as early as September.
“We like to get the lights up for Restaurant Week
at the end of September,” Lisa Popovich, executive
director of Main Street Steamboat Springs says. “It
gives such a nice ambiance to downtown, especially
during a week when there are so many people
walking around.”
Ambiance is key and is one of the biggest reasons
Popovich continues to light up downtown each fall
and winter. When she started at Main Street in 2015,
there were no lights at all – just “sparkly snowflakes
and spurs.”
Enter local company Lightscapes, which helps
transform Steamboat into a winter wonderland.
Owner Dustin Lindahl and his team were able
to figure out a way to string lights on the trees
downtown and plug them into the roofs of the
buildings rather than into the ground. This means
that each business on Lincoln Avenue that has a tree
plugged into its roof pays the electric bill for the
duration of the lighting period. Popovich is quick to
say that the lights are so energy efficient, they are
very affordable for the businesses to run. And the
effect is pure holiday magic. Strolling down Lincoln
Avenue in winter, with sparkling lights and softly
falling snow, pedestrians experience a beautiful,
picture-perfect atmosphere.
That’s one of the reasons lighting was extended
to Yampa Street, just a block below Lincoln Avenue,
year-round. With bars and restaurants lining the
street, it gets a lot of foot traffic. Creating a special
atmosphere on the street creates memories for
visitors and locals alike. Another benefit is safety.
“When it starts to get dark early in the fall, the lights
turn on,” Popovich explains, “they truly help light
the sidewalk and allow people to see more clearly.”
Another area of town where holiday lighting
abounds is the Steamboat Ski Area. Gazing at the
mountain area, it’s easy to picture yourself in a
magical snow globe. The ski area is lit up as soon as
ski season starts, delighting visitors from around the
world.
From the mountain to Lincoln Avenue, Steamboat is lit up at the holidays.
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In addition to the mountain, public spaces and downtown,
Steamboat is known for its elaborate displays of residential
lights. Lindahl started his company in 2002 with the goal of

“The lights add to the flavor of the holiday,” he says,
“mountains, snow, winter, Steamboat…it’s all there.”
Having lights isn’t all magical though – there is a lot of

transforming and brightening winter for their clients. “I’ve

maintenance which goes into it. Mohn remembers a time when

always loved lighting and the difference it makes,” Lindahl

a moose separated the electric cord. Another time a prankster

explains. “As a kid, my dad would do an amazing lighting

re-arranged lit reindeer on a lawn as if it were mating season.

display on our home… I remember him placing in the top three

There are of course, more mundane problems, like broken

each year in Steamboat’s lighting contest.” His company strives

branches or faulty bulbs. In Steamboat, the number of lights

to bring that holiday magic to each project, working to create

used varies quite a bit from property to property. It could be

“memorable experiences such as grandchildren being ‘wowed’

500-1000 at some houses to tens of thousands at others. Luckily,

as their sledding hill is illuminated by the twinkling lights, a

the strings are always evolving, and more energy efficient bulbs

festive atmosphere for a holiday dinner party or sitting by the

have been created throughout the years. The LED bulb, for

fire sipping hot cocoa enjoying the ambiance of the lighting.”

example, is one of today’s most energy efficient and rapidly

Lighting up their property is a favorite tradition of full-time

developing lighting technologies. Residential LEDs use 75% less

resident and Lightscapes client Danielle Mohn.“It’s magical,”

energy than incandescent lighting. According to most residents

Mohn describes, “it honestly makes me smile every time we pull

who professionally light their properties, once you start, you’ll

into the driveway.”

never go back.

Steamboat locals agree that having holiday lights from

The holiday season is a magical time of year that becomes

November to April is the best way to light up the short, dark

even more magical when illuminated. As Brian Erhart,

winter days.

Lightscape’s production specialist put it, “you can feel the

Michael Rasa is a second homeowner in Steamboat. He loves

holiday spirit truly come alive. The most enjoyable part of my

having his lights on during the holiday season to make his

job is hearing people say how much these lights made their

house feel like home: cozy, warm, bright and welcoming.

holiday, their family time or their vacation so memorable.”

Holiday Lighting for Homes, Trees, Businesses, HOAs, and More!

■ COMMERCIAL

GRADE LEDS
LIGHTING AND
EQUIPMENT INCLUDED
■ FULLY INSURED AND REGISTERED
■ SETUP, MAINTENANCE,
REMOVAL INCLUDED
■ PERFORMANCE GUARANTEED
■ ALL

MENTION THIS AD
AND RECEIVE 10% OFF

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL | (970) 439-0002 | www.SteamboatHolidayLighting.com | david@SteamboatHolidayLighting.com
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FULL SERVICE EXTERIOR LIGHTING
•HOLIDAY •WINTER •FESTIVE •PATIO •AND MORE

970.846.9965 • steamboatlightscapes.com • steamboatlightscapes@gmail.com

TREE CARE
•TREES •SHRUBS •REMOVAL •PRUNING •STUMP GRINDING
TRAINED ARBORIST, SPECIALTY LIFTS, DETAILED, PROFESSIONAL, INSURED
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If it's something you
love, it will never go
out of style.
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BLEND NEW
FURNISHINGS
WITH EXISTING
DÉCOR
B Y MICHELE MCCARTHY
MICHELE MCCARTHY INTERIORS

❯❯ When redesigning the interior of your home
you may ask yourself, what if my current
furniture just doesn’t match? While replacing
furniture is more of an investment, there are
plenty of solutions to achieve a desired or
blended look using the furniture pieces you
already have, even if you believe those pieces
don’t fit in with your ultimate style goal.
To begin with, consider the architecture of
your home. If you live in an older or vintageinspired home, you can easily incorporate a
few antique pieces from the same time period
as the architecture. Conversely, purchasing a
few contemporary, 21st century pieces, like an
arc floor lamp or contemporary rug, can bring
a new modernity to the space.
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Light fixtures help to bring a more modern feel to a space.
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If you live in a modern home, incorporating
a vintage-inspired ornate mirror or chandelier
brings a sense of history and elegance to an
otherwise minimalist aesthetic. What if the
space you’re living in is a neutral, uninspiring
cookie cutter home? No worries, because a
neutral space allows you to mix vintage and
contemporary pieces to create your own blend.
The goal is for the room to be cohesive and
calm. The eye should easily travel from one
design to another, absorbing the style of each.
When purchasing something new for your
home, it shouldn’t “just work”, “make do” or
be a “great deal”. If it isn’t something you
love and are excited about, it’s never a great
deal. You’ll always try to make it work or
replace it later. However, if it’s something
you love, it will never go out of style. Break
away from furniture sets and start collecting
pieces you love, old and new. For example,
combining a heavily carved armoire with the
clean lines of Thayer Coggin lounge chairs
will produce a juxtaposition that allows both
to be appreciated individually. Another room
setting that is one of my personal favorites
is combining contemporary seating with a
vintage chandelier and a classical mirror.
This can be a little scary at first, but you’ll be
surprised of the depth and interest it adds to
your home.
With all this blending of old furniture with
new, it is important to remember that worn
and aged pieces can be a lovely addition but
too many can give the effect of a junk shop
rather than the elegant look you’re trying
to create. To make it work, mix them with
smooth, unblemished surfaces and silky
textures. Put a new silk pillow on a distressed
leather chair or a mirrored tray on a rustic
coffee table.
On the construction side of a renovation,
highlight rather than hide the contrasts
between the old construction and the new.
Such an approach creates an honesty to the
original elements of the house. For instance,
the wall in the “new” kitchen was formerly
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Interior Design | Home Furnishings
Lighting | Rugs | Art | Accessories

1880 Loggers Lane | 970.870.6777
homeontherangeinteriors.com

STEAMBOAT’S FAVORITE GALLERY
PINE MOON FINE ART is a fine art gallery located in beautiful
downtown Steamboat Springs. We offer a broad range of artwork in a
variety of mediums by Yampa Valley artists. Our work is fresh and
contemporary, and ranges from western landscapes to rich abstracts
that appeal to a wide spectrum of styles and tastes. Visit us and take
home a little piece of Steamboat Springs.

WWW.PINEMOONFINEART.COM
117 9th Street Steamboat Springs CO 80487 | 970-879-2787

Follow us:
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@pinemoonfineart

A neutral palette is generally successful when mixing old with new.

the exterior red brick wall. Or the new polished concrete floor
is juxtaposed with the existing wood floor. Some of the most
exciting homes combine different genres, eras and materials.
Keep the fixed finishes, such as the trim, windows and
interior doors the same throughout the house. These
architectural elements will ground the home allowing the
new space to blend with the old. You don’t have to maintain
a specific style period, but it is best to maintain a consistent
color palette. When mixing old and new and using lots of
interesting elements, there isn’t much need to add dramatic
color to your walls. A neutral palette is generally the most
successful as it allows the pieces within the space to shine.
If you do want a punch of color, it’s best to think bold so it
doesn’t get lost.
It’s also imperative to unify the scheme and create a
backdrop to the furnishings by choosing the right flooring.
Hardwood is the best way to achieve this with the addition of
tribal or geometric designed rugs that will anchor the room
and bring in warmth in an unpretentious way.

Highlight the contrast between the old construction and the new.
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ADDING VALUE
TO YOUR HOME
BY ROBERT “DOS” CROW
PRESIDENT, VANGUARD VALUATION SERVICES

REAL VS PERSONAL PROPERTY
To be considered in the valuation of real estate, any
improvement on a property must be a permanent fixture to the

❯❯ Should we add a bedroom or bathroom? How about finishing

real estate itself. Is it owned or leased? Is it permanent or non-

out the basement? A garage apartment would be a nice separate

permanent? An example might be a detached workshop on a

space for visiting friends and family….

block and beam foundation. While it may appear permanent, a

Chances are, if you’ve considered adding onto or remodeling

forklift and the disconnection of a few wires renders it mobile

your existing home you’ve had similar thoughts and questions.

rather quickly. Solar panels may improve your home’s efficiency,

But how do we improve our home and simultaneously give

but if they’re leased rather than owned the question of whether

ourselves the best chance for a positive return on investment?

or not they add value to a prospective buyer or lender is a

Real estate is a fickle market, and a notoriously imperfect one:

moot point: because they are not explicitly owned, they are not

people can make irrational decisions, which is compounded

considered real property and thus not taken into account when

when dealing with an emotional topic such as one’s home.

valuing the property.

What follows is a brief overview of potential value-adding
improvements from the perspective of a valuation expert.
Perhaps the most important principle at the forefront of

THE MARKET CALLS THE SHOTS
In the residential real estate valuation process, the most

property improvement is a rather inconvenient truth: cost rarely

widely used method is the Sales Comparison Approach.

equals value. The dollar amount you allocate to an improvement

Purely market based, this is the foundation for the real estate

almost never equates to the contributory value added (or lost).

professional’s comparative market analysis (CMA) and should be

A common example is the addition of a swimming pool. The

at the forefront of any decision making process. If the perceived

average cost of an in-ground pool hovers around $35,000,

value added cannot be proven in the local market, then it is

however the pure value added to the total market value of the

difficult to give it a dollar amount in the valuation process. Local

property might be $10k-$15 less than the cost of the pool. One

market is emphasized here because all markets are different:

need not be a mathematician to conclude that in the purely

an additional bathroom might add $10k to one home and be

financial sense this is a poor investment. There are several

a complete non-factor in a competing market. That additional

additions/modifications that can prove to add value to your

bathroom must be proven to add value within the market

home at a greater rate than cost, however they must adhere to

by comparing two otherwise similar homes: all other things

certain criteria when considered in the valuation of a home.

constant, the difference in sales price between a two bath and
three bath home is the added value.
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CONCERNING ADDITIONS

a walkout basement with similar

might not be in your budget, however

finishes to the main dwelling. These are

there are plenty of options to add value

home there are several considerations to

common here in the Yampa Valley as

without breaking the bank. Sometimes

keep in mind, chief among these being

many homes are built into the hillside

merely swapping out your kitchen

the effect on Gross Living Area (GLA).

and thus a basement might have doors,

counters, appliances and cabinetry for

GLA is the valuation synonym to finished

windows, and generally conform with

more modern versions can easily tip the

square footage (with a few notable

the remainder of the dwelling. It is not

scales in your favor. Updated bath vanities

exceptions), and deals with the amount

uncommon for these types of basements

and hardware can substantially improve

of space, above grade, within the primary

to be valued at the same rate as the GLA

the aesthetic of a home to a prospective

dwelling. If you are looking to add value

of the main dwelling, however they must

buyer at a fairly minimal cost.

to your home this is a very effective tool,

have similar finishes when compared with

however it must satisfy several criteria in

the above grade living area.

If you are planning an addition to your

order to be considered GLA within the

An important distinction from the

valuation process:

walkout basement is the interior

1. It must be attached and immediately

basement. Fully below grade, these may

accessible via the main dwelling — a

have a window or two but otherwise

garage apartment or detached quarters

low natural light penetration. They don’t

does not contribute to GLA; you may

typically have a natural “flow” with the

decide that a detached living space is ideal

rest of the home and are often valued

for visiting guests, just be aware this area

at a different rate than GLA and walk

will not be counted as GLA and the return

out basements. Keep that in mind when

on investment will reflect accordingly.

considering your finish level to an interior

2. It must conform to the remainder

basement. While they can be an excellent

of the dwelling – i.e. similar flooring

spot to house visiting family or a mancave

and finishes; heating and cooling (if

for the Broncos game, chances are the

applicable) should likewise conform.

loan officer has never had your mother’s

3. Basements are not considered GLA,

peach cobbler, and shocking though it

though in some cases can add equal value

may be there’s an underwriter out there

to a GLA addition - an example would be

who’s never heard of Von Miller. Cost will

a walkout basement with similar finishes

rarely reflect value in this case.

to the above grade dwelling.
MINOR IMPROVEMENTS THAT COULD
SPEAKING OF BASEMENTS
In the example above we considered

SO... WHAT OPTION IS BEST FOR MY
HOME IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD?
You’ve made the decision to add to or
modify your home, but what is the best
course of action if ROI is the driving
factor? A rather complicated question
has an ironically simple answer: talk to
your realtor! Realtors make their living by
keeping a pulse on the market, and their
commissions are reflected accordingly.
It’s in their best interest to help you
maximize your ROI and they are typically
the best resource when tackling the
project. If you don’t have a realtor, the
Steamboat Springs Board of Realtors is an
excellent place to start.
Just remember an improvement is an
investment, and investments are rarely
without risk. Your goal is to mitigate that
risk as much as possible, and knowledge
of the local market is the first step.

HAVE A MAJOR EFFECT ON VALUE….
An addition or a finished basement

Fast Local Underwriting for
Quick and Painless Approvals

Melanie Kropinak

A DIVISION OF CHERRY CREEK MORTGAGE

970.846.1295

|

mkropinak@pmglending.com

MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATOR

|

620 Oak St., Steamboat Springs, CO. 80487

|

NMLS #507287
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SHIFTING TIDE
FOR LAND

Land will sell if it is scarce, desirable and priced right.
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BY D OUB L A B OR
❯❯ Of the four major property types in the Steamboat Springs

Half of those lots are on the market for under $20k.

real estate market (Single-Family Homes, Condominiums, Town

There are 81 residential lots for sale within Steamboat

Homes and Land), the one type that has not fared so well over

Springs and range in price from a $184,000, .12-acre lot in

the last several years is land.

the Sunlight neighborhood, to a .41-acre lot on the ski slopes

Land products offered in the Steamboat Springs area and

for $1,350,000. Median, 2018 prices for Stagecoach lots was

Multiple Listing Service range greatly, from in-town lots on less

$25,000. Median in Steamboat was $327,500. Although the

than a tenth of an acre in downtown Steamboat to ranches of

price differences are great, land sales can be erratic between

over 3,000 acres in the country.

the Stagecoach and Steamboat Springs markets, and although

Once a major staple in the marketplace and generating as
many sales as condominiums and single-family homes, land

they are only 17 miles apart, location does matter!
Buyers and sellers need to be keenly aware of the time

(brown line) has taken a back seat to finished products since

it takes for a property in a certain price point to sell. Don’t

the market crash of 2008.

expect to see lots on the market for long if they are priced

In the 2000’s, land sales hit an all-time low in 2009 at 51

under $200,000, where a nine-month supply exists. It may

sales throughout the year. Like other product types, they

also appear there is plenty of inventory, but don’t let the

slowly and steadily climbed out from their slumber and topped

numbers fool you: Just last month a lot in the Rolling Ridge

out at 262 sales in 2017; then slipping a little to 224 in 2018.

subdivision, which was listed for $1,049,00, had two offers

The reason for land’s fall from grace is mainly due to
building price increases, which went from $250 - $300 per

only 18 days later and sold for $985,000. If it is scarce,
desirable and priced right, it will sell!

square foot in 2006/07 to $400 - $500 per square foot today.
Material, labor, government permitting, and more expensive
building requirements have all attributed to the effect.
Because of the higher building costs, standing inventory of
completed homes are a cheaper purchase than buying land
and building and taking two years to do so. We've seen clear

NO ONE KNOWS THE
MARKET BETTER

evidence of land's market shift as percentage of inventory PreCrash and Post-Crash. Nine percent of the market has gone
away from land and mainly toward single family homes.
Although building costs are the main reason land has lost
its luster, one niche within the land market that has skewed
the total land sales in 2018 is the Stagecoach market. In 2016
the dormant ski area, 17 miles south of Steamboat Springs,
was under contract. The buyers had big plans to revitalize the
ski area, creating quite a stir. Sales jumped from 30 in 2015 to
85 in 2016. Sales fell slightly a year later to 72. Then the deal
fell apart with sales tumbling the following year by 38 to 34.
If those 38 lost sales were added back to the total MLS land
sales, they would have posted the exact same number of yearover-year sales in 2018.
Most land sales in the Steamboat MLS are in Steamboat
Springs or Stagecoach. As of the time of this article there are
136 land parcels listed for sale in the Stagecoach area. They

DOUG LABOR

range in price from $4,500 for a half-acre parcel with no utility

A BR , A BRM, CEBA , CRS, E- PRO, G RI, RRP

services or improved road to get you there, to a 250-acre

C:

parcel with electric and full access for $1,550,000. Stagecoach

B U Y S T E A M B O A T. C O M

970.846.0661

lots with electricity and road access typically start at $20,000.
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It's about making a
conscious effort to turn
the lights off and use
utilities more when the
sun is out.

OFF-GRID SOLAR
SYSTEM DETAILS
■ The

Franklin’s two ground-mounted, south-facing

solar arrays installed by Emerald Mountain Energy
in Steamboat Springs provide the vast majority
of the home’s energy needs from May through
October. Sun-powered energy is stored in a bank
of 24 two-volt batteries. During the warmer months,
the backup propane-fueled generator only kicks
on about one time a month when cloud cover
lasts more than one day.
■ During

the colder months from November to

April, the propane generator kicks on two to three
times a week for a few hours in the mornings and
only when clouds persist for two or more days, Paul
Franklin said. The backup generator is programmed
to come on when power is the battery bank drops
to 65 percent capacity so that the battery quality
is not degraded as quickly. The propane generator
can recharge the batteries up to 100 percent,
but Franklin turns off the generator at 70 percent
charge as he knows the day’s sunshine will soon
recharge the batteries.
■ The

family orders a refill of the home’s 1,000-gallon

propane tank about three times as year, so they
have future plans to add a third-solar array. With two
daughters off at college, a tenant or in-laws moving
in to the four-bedroom home is not out of the
question to make the most use of the space.
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SOLARPOWERED
LIVING
P O SES NO PR O BLEM I N STRAW BERRY PA R K
B Y SUZIE ROMIG
❯❯ Three miles up County Road 36 in Strawberry Park where the pavement
ends and the dirt road begins marks the traditional end of utility services.
A few more miles up the road, the Franklin family lives in their beautiful
off-grid solar-powered home. The solar lifestyle is not a burden for Paul
and Mitzi Franklin. Spotty cell phone service and the need for satellite
internet service are more of a hassle, they say.
“It’s more about making a conscious effort to turn lights out and using
utilities when the sun is out,” said Paul Franklin of their passive-solar
design home powered by a 6.6-kilowatt photovoltaic ground-mounted
solar array and a backup propane generator.
The family does not run the dishwasher during the dark hours, and the
clothes washer is used on sunny days. But the active, empty-nester couple
loves their 18-acre site bordering national forest land. Mitzi often exercises
their three large dogs on a trail running north through their property
connecting to the Lower Bear Trail. A previous black powder hunting
season, Paul rode east on horseback from their property along with their
two mules for more than three hours to the Continental Divide. His trip
resulted in an impressive European mount of elk antlers now hanging atop
the fireplace.
The 4,000-square-foot, three-level timber-frame home completed in 2014
lays out in a L shape with simple roof lines. Franklin served as general
contractor with a design by Vertical Arts Architecture in Steamboat Springs.
Franklin and Vertical Arts Principal Brandt Vanderbosch worked together
since 2006 on projects including the Olympian condo and commercial
building in downtown Steamboat as well as homes in Elkins Meadows
near Fish Creek Falls.
Built on a sloping site, the family’s home is constructed partially below
ground so the lower level saves on heating. The main-level garage suite
including a mud room and laundry room extends from the main house as
the north leg of the L via a suspended bridge atop 15-foot steel beams.
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Surrounding forest land is thinned for firewood to fuel the large custom fireplace.

SUSTAINABLE FEATURES
AT A GLANCE:
■ Passive-solar

design including more windows to the south to
gain heat and less windows on other sides of the home

■ In-floor

radiant heat system constructed with gypsum
concrete for thermal mass to store the sun’s heat, installed
by Iq Plumbing & Heating in Craig

■ 6.6-kilowatt

photovoltaic solar array in two ground-mounted
installations by Emerald Mountain Energy

■ An

above then-2009 code insulation package with R-30
walls with combined R-19 urethane foam and R-11 fiberglass

■ Structural

Insulated Panels (SIPS) ceiling with R-49 insulation
value manufactured by Big Sky R-Control

■ R-49

rated fiberglass insulation in attached garage

■ Ground

floor built into the slope for temperature control

■ 300-gallon

fire suppression tank located in downstairs
mechanical room since the home is relatively remote and
served by well water

■ Three-phase

variable speed well water pump to save

electricity
■ Forest

Stewardship Council certified timbers

■ Reclaimed
■ Outdoor

barn wood for inside accents

hot tub sensors so that tub only heats on sunny days

That design element helped to save on site work on the
ridgeline location.
Views to the west from the sunny living room take in
Sleeping Giant. The surrounding forested land on the large
acreage is thinned for firewood to fuel a large custom fireplace
fabricated by Nordic Steel that is situated in the middle of the
first-floor living and kitchen area.
One relatively unique feature of the home design is the use
of structural insulated panels, or SIPS, in the ceiling, which
works well with a simple roofline in a timber-framed home,
said Vertical Arts team member Sarah Tiedeken O’Brien.
“SIPs really do lend themselves to a larger structural bay
system,” O’Brien explained. “They work very well with
a timber-frame because it can span 20 feet, is thermally
unbroken, well insulated and can reduce framing costs.”
The SIPS panels, more commonly found in walls, were
prefabricated at the large headquarters of Big Sky R-Control in
the small town of Belegrade, Montana. The product requires
six to eight weeks lead time for an order, said representative
Mark Yerbic, based in Grand Junction.
“It’s a unique way for a high-performance ceiling that
combines framing, insulation, sheathing and air barrier in one
panel,” Yerbic said. “It is a time-saving material for labor and is
engineered for the snow load.”
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Interior decor is rustic mountain contemporary in earthy, soothing tones.

Construction on the off-grid home set back from the county

Franklin said he likes the atmosphere of log homes, but the

road up a winding driveway took only eight months, but that

timber-frame skeleton with highly insulated walls is a better

followed four years of thoughtful consideration at the site. The

fit for off-grid energy-conscious living. The timber-frame was

family spent plenty of time at their property they purchased in

fabricated off-site and assembled on site by then-Fort Collins

2010, riding horses and camping in a homesteader’s cabin. In

company Powder Cache Designs, now headquartered in

past decades, previous owners of the land rode snowmobiles to

western Nebraska. The timbers were made out of kiln-dried,

the wooden cabin in the winters.

Forest Stewardship Council certified, Douglas fir, according to

Inside the Franklin home the décor is a rustic mountain
contemporary style in earthy, soothing tones with durable,

Andy Johnson, Powder Cache owner.
“The timber-frame has a log home feel with high ceilings and

classic finishes including white walls with thick, dark trim

an open floor plan but is more energy efficient,” Franklin said.

in Douglas fir and alder woods giving the home a sort of

Since they enjoy the outdoors and an active lifestyle, and

European hunting lodge ambiance. Reclaimed timbers and

prefer their dogs to have freedom too, the Franklins installed

barn wood with touches of decades-old red paint are found

a rubber-sealed, windowed garage door off the kitchen to

throughout the home. The flooring is dog-durable with sealed

connect to a walk-out patio with a large overhanging roof.

and polished concrete floors on the ground level and oak

The garage doors may not be the most energy efficient in

veneer on other levels. Steel stair rails were welded and built

the windy winters, noted architect O’Brien, but the large doors

on site by Doran Enterprises in Steamboat Springs. Metal light

do provide plenty of solar gain. Designing a home is always a

fixtures contribute to the durable yet comfortable style.

balance of intent, usage and energy performance, the architect

The family enjoys plenty of elk steaks sitting around the

explained.

large kitchen island with its reclaimed walnut wood countertop

“Even though we utilized large window walls in the great

made by Fedewa Custom Works in Steamboat. The large custom

room for solar gain, we took away windows in other areas of

fireplace with steel top radiates heat through the functional

the house to try and balance the overall window-to-wall ratio,”

kitchen and living room, and a tall chimney reaches to the 22-

O’Brien said. She noted the residence has a simple form for a

foot vaulted ceiling.

tighter building envelope with a gable roof on the main home
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Steel stair rails were welded and built onsite.

and a shed roof extending from the main house across the
garage.
“It’s simple in form while utilizing an interesting material
pallet,” O’Brien said.
Outside the home, the siding is a low-maintenance Douglas
fir wood along with 16-gauge steel panels in a brick pattern.
LESLIE HARADIN, M.A.

The family utilizes a small greenhouse near a creek to grow

www.silvercreekdesign.net | 970.846.5225
carrots,

beets and lots of zucchini squash. In the garden beds

next to the patio they raise salad greens, more squash and
strawberries, fitting for Strawberry Park Valley. In the warmer
seasons, the family raises chickens.
A ground floor exercise room – complete with free weights
BRINKMAN FAMILY OFFICE AT THE OLYMPIAN

PHOTO: TIM MURPHY

for hockey-playing Paul and tennis-playing Mitzi – also sports
a roll-up garage-style windowed door leading to an outdoor

A Boutique Studio with 25 Years Local Experience
in Residential & Commercial Interior Design

grassy area for family badminton play. This fall, a momma
moose and her calf were lounging in the grassy area next to
the home gym when the family’s beautiful black and white cat
attempted to harass the moose. The family’s dogs had been
trained not to bother wildlife in the area, Paul said, but who
knew the family’s 2-year-old shelter cat would try his paw at
moose harassment? The large creatures weren’t really bothered,
but Paul was bummed not to have a video camera at hand to

LESLIE HARADIN, M.A.
silvercreekdesign.net | 970.846.5225
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record the unexpected feline mischief.

Built on a sloping site,
the family's home is
constructed partially below
ground so the lower level
saves on heating
The siding is low maintenance Douglas fir wood, combined with steel panels.

Residential & Commercial Solar-Electric Design, Installation and Service
Grid-Tied + Battery-Backup + Off-Grid Power Systems
Call today for a free estimate
on your home or business.
Financing and grants available now!

Sunwise-Solar.com | Colin McCaulley | 970.819.0840
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NET-ZERO
ELECTRIC
R E NU LOA N P R OVI DE S E AS Y O P TI ON FOR SOL A R INSTAL L S
BY S UZ I E R OM I G

heating, energy analysis and monitoring, windows and

FOR YAMPA VALLEY SU STA INA B IL IT Y C O U NC IL

doors, Energy Star rated appliances, lighting, and solar PV
or solar thermal systems.

❯❯ Acting as their own general contractor and key laborers

Homeowners can work with two Routt County pre-

for their new home has been very time consuming, but

approved RENU contractors – Brightside Solar and Sunwise

happily for Chuck and Laura Shifflett, their sustainable

Solar – or ask their energy efficiency-minded contractors

home under construction is less consuming in other

to complete the relatively simple process to become an

aspects. All the electricity needed to complete construction

authorized RENU vendor. Other contractors who work

is being powered by the sun, generated by a new

regularly in the Yampa Valley are also RENU pre-authorized

6.75-kilowatt solar photovoltaic system on their roof.

vendors, such as Accurate Insulation based in Grand

The Shiffletts are entering the home stretch to complete

Junction. A list of preapproved vendors is available on the

their energy efficient “modern barn” home situated

RENU website (www.colorado.gov/energyoffice/colorado-

on the edge of an existing wooded lot in the Fairview

renu-loan).

neighborhood in Steamboat Springs.
“We’ve always wanted a smaller home with good

At the Shifflett home, the couple is paring their solar
investment with energy smart features to reduce their

finishes, but we put more money into the solar system,”

energy consumption and ensure comfort. They used

said Laura, a retired IT analyst.

efficient structural insulated panels (SIPS) for the home’s

The couple, who moved out of an older townhome in

walls and roof, installed better sealing commercial grade

Steamboat, were at the max of their budget constructing

garage doors, selected more efficient triple-pane tilt-and-

their 1,700-square-foot sustainable home, so they took

turn windows from Alpen Window, used beetle-kill pine

advantage of the state-sponsored RENU loan program, or

wood for trim and soffits and reclaimed barn wood for

Colorado Residential Energy Upgrade Loan, to add solar.

cabinet doors, installed a 95 percent efficient hot water

They said RENU was an easy and simple process. The

radiant heat system for in-floor heat, and used a tankless

RENU loan origination fees are about $44, and loan rates

on-demand hot water heater powered by the same natural

start at 2.75 percent for a three-year loan. The program

gas boiler.

requires opening an account with Elevations Credit Union
in Colorado with a $100 minimum deposit.
The statewide RENU program sponsored by the

Common sense measures such as all LED lighting,
Energy Star rated appliances and efficient induction
cooking stoves in the main home and rental unit also

Colorado Energy Office is available to finance residential

reduce electricity use. Efficient EPA WaterSense rated

energy efficiency and renewable energy improvements.

fixtures save on water and thus save on energy, as the

Notably, the loan can be used for efficiency projects as

more water used the greater energy required to heat the

low as $500 with no-money down. RENU can be used for:

water.

space heating and cooling, insulation and air sealing, water
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They also have been careful to ensure good indoor air

The couple took advantage of the RENU loan program to add solar panels to their house.
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Installing a solar electric system captures the added benefit of a federal tax incentive.

quality by choosing 100 percent low-VOC (volatile organic

Chuck designed the home under 2015 building and energy

compound) finishes including for harder to locate products

codes in Routt County using a modernized A-frame barn

such as a water-based sealant for the concrete floors. Using

profile with a taller garage bay in the middle to store an RV.

cork and concrete flooring as well as installing HRVs, or heat

An attached rental apartment on the north side will assist with

recovery ventilation systems, also aid in healthy indoor air.

the local housing stock and serves as the couple’s home base

Downstairs in the main home, the couple incorporated an

during construction. The outside of the home uses durable

indoor greenhouse and winter solarium with a concrete floor

finishes such as metal roofing, stone veneer siding and recycled

and stone wall to retain heat.

plastic decking.

An electrical engineer who worked 21 years in the U.S. Air

Installing a solar electric system in 2019 captures the added

Force, Chuck Shifflett is well equipped to serve as his own

benefit of a federal tax incentive of 30 percent of project

general contractor and designer for a sustainable home. He is

installation costs. That investment tax credit will be 26 percent

a LEED Accredited Professional and earned a master’s degree

throughout 2020. With the healthy tax credits as well as the

in architecture and urban design. Chuck said some of the

inception of the nonprofit Solar United Neighbors (SUN) co-op

inspirations for the new home came from attending sustainable

in the Yampa Valley, solar is hot in the valley.

or green home tours such as the annual fall tour organized by
Yampa Valley Sustainability Council.
The engineer used the ArchiCAD program to perform a sun

Installer Matt Piva, owner of Brightside Solar, confirms an
increase in solar interest calls and installations.
“We’ve seen a marked increase in demand due to the federal

study for the home design. As a result, in late June the wider

tax credit availability and a general understanding that the

roof overhangs block the summer sun but let in the lower angle

technology truly works,” said Piva, who has worked in solar

winter sun fully in late December. Window specifications were

nine years.

tuned to the different sides of the home, so on the west side,

Piva said the RENU loan is “accessible to everyone” and has

the higher performance windows filter the summer late day

no prepayment penalties. So far, Brightside has worked with

heat and insulate from cold winter winds.

five clients who used the RENU loan in 2018 or 2019 for solar
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installs on a mix of new home builds or systems for existing homes in Routt
County. Piva noted federal tariffs on solar panels has not impacted his end
user clients as the tariffs have been absorbed by distributors and installers.
SUN’s Colorado Director Bryce Carter said the co-op in 2019 signed up
135 local members interested in solar. SUN is a vendor-neutral nonprofit with
members free to choose their own financing options, including a RENU loan.
Since it kicked off in December 2017, the RENU program has financed
388 loans for a total of $6.1 million, said Jeffrey King at the Colorado Energy
Office. Of those loans, 286 were for solar and 102 were for energy efficiency
projects.
The Shiffletts do not plan to stop with their new 18 solar panels that are
modeled to create enough power for their home to be net-zero for electricity
use. They hope to add up to 11 panels in the future to also power the attached
rental apartment that is prewired for solar, and they may add a battery storage
system to go off-grid.
The couple is keeping an eye on the electric vehicle market to purchase a
plug-in pickup truck, which will start hitting the market in 2020 and beyond

The Shiffletts do not
plan to stop with their
new 18 solar panels that
are modeled to create
enough power for their
home to be net-zero for
electricity use. They
hope to add 11 panels
in the future.

from Ford, General Motors, Rivian, Bollinger and Tesla. That way, their drive
time can be solar powered too.
The couple said many neighbors and acquaintances have inquired about
their solar installation, which cost $15,000 after federal tax credits. The
ecologically minded couple readily share what they are learning about sunpowered upgrades for a lower consumption lifestyle.

A dedicated team you can trust!
We Offer Superior Service and Unmatched Expertise in:

• Homeowners Insurance
• Commercial Insurance
• Life Insurance

Kinser insurance agency
1495 Pine Grove Rd, Ste 201A
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487

970.879.1330
www.kinserinsurance.com
home@KinserInsurance.com
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HEALTHY
HOMES:
7 P R I N C I PL ES TO KEEPI NG A H EALTH Y H O ME
BY SUZIE ROMIG
❯❯ Helpful tip sheets, websites and even smart phone apps are available to guide
homeowners, renters, landlords and visiting care givers through the work of
maintaining a healthy home. Note, the key word is work. It takes work to maintain a
healthy home, just as it does to maintain a healthy body. Ever hear the phrase “you
didn’t just gain a home, you gained a hobby”?
Keeping a home healthy requires proactive steps. But it’s worth the work because
indoor air quality can be up to five times worse than outdoor air quality, according to
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
City of Fort Collins Healthy Homes program manager Selina Lujan notes that people
spend some 90 percent of their time indoors, and poor indoor air quality poses one of
the greatest environmental risks.
“The good news is we have great control in our homes, and there are low-cost or nocost solutions to most healthy home problems,” Lujan said.
Lujan said improving a home’s indoor air quality and health can be straight-forward
by following seven key principles as outlined by the city’s “Be Air Aware” program:
keep it contaminant-free, clean, dry, pest-free, well ventilated, well maintained and safe.
KEEP IT SAFE comes first on the healthy homes check list to protect families from
dangers in the home. Install or regularly check the status of smoke detectors on every
floor of your home, and plan and discuss fire escape routes. For homes with gas
appliances or attached garages, install a carbon monoxide detector 15 feet from every
bedroom or sleeping area.
Eliminate pesticides and harmful cleaning products, and purchase only low-VOC
(volatile organic compound) paints, stains and sealants. If you must keep some of these
products around for special projects, never store any chemicals, paints or flammable
substances in areas where there is heat, flame, pilot lights or natural gas appliances
such as in water heater or HVAC closets.
KEEP IT CONTAMINANT-FREE to avoid substances in your home that can make you
sick. Test your home for radon and carbon monoxide. Dispose of or avoid spending
money on harmful cleaning products and chemicals; replace them with non-toxic
alternatives. Even wasp spray has a natural alternative found through an easy Google
search.
Healthy air also means eliminating chemical air fresheners and lighted candles,
everyday items that many people don’t realize can be harmful.
“The chemical products that we normally use in our homes can have adverse effects
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on our health, either short term or long term,” Lujan explained. “Especially if family
members have asthma, chemicals can act as asthma triggers. Even if you don’t have
asthma, the chemical products that we use in our homes can affect our lungs, our
neurological system and potentially get into our blood stream. The chemicals can
result in headaches and lung irritation. Our lungs can’t always filter out those fine
particles that come in aerosolized products.”
Eliminate any products labeled as “hazardous,” “danger” or “poison.” Never let
anyone smoke in or near your home.

HEALTHY
HOMES
RESOURCES:
■ City of Fort Collins, https://
healthyhomes.fcgov.com including
an online Healthy Homes Do-ItYourself tool to conduct your own
home indoor air quality assessment

KEEP IT PEST-FREE. Insects and rodents can trigger allergies and asthma and
spread disease. Pests seek out food, water and hiding places, so keep your home
free of clutter and as clean as possible. Seal exterior gaps in your home’s building
envelope. Keep all food in airtight containers.
A local home inspector for 22 years, Greg Pohlman said any hole in a home
exterior, ranging from woodpecker holes in siding, to cracks in soffits, to damage
hidden under decks, can be a place for pests to enter. Regularly check the integrity
of caulking, weather-stripping, foam seals, and areas showing weather-related
damage.
KEEP IT DRY. Too much water in a home causes mold and structural damage. Run
exhaust fans while showering and cooking. Make sure the outside of your home
has proper drainage, including downspouts that extend 5 feet away from the home,
and unblock rain gutters. Regularly check for and clean up mold in areas that have
water, moisture or humidity sources including kitchen, bathrooms, windowsills,
washing machine and basement.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, mold will grow
around leaks in roofs, windows or pipes, or where there has been flooding. Mold

■ Green & Healthy Homes Initiative,
www.greenandhealthyhomes.org/
home-and-health, including an Ask
the Experts FAQ section
■ U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, www.hud.gov/
healthyhomes including a Healthy
Homes Youth App for middleschoolers and a Healthy Homes
Basics App
■ Environmental Protection Agency,
www.epa.gov/children/healthyhome-action-brochure-english,
download the thorough Healthy
Home Action Brochure
National Center for Healthy
Housing, www.nchh.org, including a
robust Resource Library

grows well on paper products, cardboard, ceiling tiles and wood products. Mold
can also grow in dust, paints, wallpaper, insulation, drywall, carpet, fabric and
upholstery.
The key to eliminating mold is finding the root cause, whether it be a leak or
poor ventilation systems. If the source of moisture is not eliminated, the problem
can reoccur.
Pohlman said he sees repeated problems locally with home moisture control
during the winter when homes are closed up, trapping moisture. For example, he
advises homeowners to run a bathroom fan for about 20 minutes (close the door if
this causes home heat loss) to expel moisture.
KEEP IT WELL VENTILATED. Check exhaust fans for effectiveness. When possible,
open the windows to fully ventilate your home regularly. Work outside or use extra
ventilation when using glues, paint and other harmful chemicals.

■ Colorado Department of
Public Health and Environment,
www.colorado.gov/pacific/
cdphe/healthyhomes including
information on a state-sponsored
free program called Low-Income
Radon Mitigation Assistance
(LIRMA). For more information on
LIRMA applications, visit: www.
ColoradoRadon.info

KEEP IT WELL MAINTAINED. Ensure the vital systems in your
house are in good shape and running efficiently, and your
pocketbook will thank you in the future.
Make a habit of looking through your house top to bottom,
in every section, every closet, basement, crawl space and attic
every six to 12 months. Unfortunately, many homeowners skip
that step and end up with serious problems with leaks, mold
and other issues that could have been fixed before expensive
damage occurred. In northwestern Colorado, it is especially
important to mark your calendar for that home check-up during
a weekend each fall and each spring to ward off or repair
winter weather issues. If you won’t inspect your crawlspace and
attic once a year, work with someone who will.
Inside the home, take care of minor repairs before they
become large problems. Check for water and sewer leaks and
repair immediately before mold has a chance to grow. Check
the flues, filters and vents of heating systems to ensure they are
clean and connected properly. Vacuum around the water heater
and furnace.
Pohlman said he often encounters lax maintenance of HVAC
systems. “People don’t change the air filters frequently, and
nobody ever thinks about cleaning the duct work in forced air
systems,” Pohlman said.
Outside the home, replace worn and damaged roof shingles
to prevent water intrusion. Metal roofs also can leak from
weather damage, wear and tear, and screw holes on older roofs.
Heavy snow and ice on roofs can damage pipes and flues.
Clean and unblock your dryer vent inside and outside the home
twice a year. Check and repair the caulking around windows
and door frames inside and outside.
KEEP IT CLEAN in order to reduce allergens and dust
particles and keep pests away. Remove your shoes before
entering your home (think about all the places your shoes have
walked). Set up an easy system to wipe your pets’ paws as
they come inside. Place a commercial-grade quality doormat at
every entrance. Damp dust regularly with a microfiber cloth and
water, and reduce dust-attracting clutter.
Staying on top of healthy home chores is well worth the
work, as it can ward off significant problems in the future, such
as costly home repairs, family health problems and decreased
property value and comfort.
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SERVICE DIRECTORY
ANTIQUES

APPLIANCES

Home on the Range
1880 Loggers Lane, #E
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.870.6777
design1@therangesteamboat.com
www.homeontherangeinteriors.com

Alpine Fireplace & Appliance
2251 Downhill Drive, #D
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.367.4411
info@alpinefireplaceandappliance.com
www.alpinefireplaceandappliance.com

APPLIANCE RECYLING
Axis Steel Fabrication & Recycling
802 E 2nd Place, Craig, CO 81626
970.824.3256

Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
2831 Elk River Rd.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.2599 | www.ferguson.com

APPLIANCE REPAIR

ARCHITECTS

Alpine Fireplace & Appliance
2251 Downhill Drive, #D
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.367.4411
info@alpinefireplaceandappliance.com
www.alpinefireplaceandappliance.com

Becker Design Build LLC
PO Box 772877
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.846.8016
frank@beckerarchitecture.com
www.beckerarchitecture.com

R E C L A I M E D

Steamboat Architectural Design
345 Lincoln Ave., Suite 200
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.879.0819
www.steamboatarchitectural.com

Stuart Arc
970.819.2159 | www.stuartarc.com
CRAFT Architecture Studio
818 North Larimer Street
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.819.1320
adam@craftarchitecturestudio.com
www.craftarchitecturestudio.com
Jake's Drafting Service, Inc.
426 Oak St.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.7929 | jakes@springsips.com
www.jakesdrafting.com
Littlehorn Engineering
Steamboat Springs
970.879.5112
www.littlehornengineering.com
Steamboat Architectural Design
345 Lincoln Ave., Suite 200
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.879.0819
www.steamboatarchitectural.com

Build a bridge between
OLD and NEW
with a sustainable choice!

Vertical Arts
690 Marketplace Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970. 871.0056
www.vertical-arts.com
ART GALLERIES
Maggie Smith
117 9th St. Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.8854
maggiesteamboat@gmail.com
www.maggiesmithfineart.com
Sandi Poltorak
117 9th St.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
615.838.6512
skipol58@yahoo.com
www.sandipoltorak.com
Wild Horse Gallery of
Steamboat Springs
802 Lincoln Ave
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.5515
www.wildhorsegallery.com

IDEAL FOR:
➤

Alpine Lumber has teamed up with Crosscut Reclaimed
to provide top quality reclaimed materials salvaged from barns,
factories, breweries, and dams. The focus is to provide high
quality, interesting, and unique materials that combine form
and function to compliment any project.

Exterior Siding

➤ Decorative

& Ceilings

Walls

➤ Interior

Trim &
Beam Wraps

➤ Built-in

Shelving
& Mantels

➤ Islands
➤ And

or Tables

More!

AlpineLumber.com | 1090 Pine Grove Rd. | Steamboat Springs, CO | (970) 879-5550
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AUTO & FLEET WASH DETAIL
Mountain View Car Wash
150 Trafalgar Dr.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.870.3363
info@steamboatcarwash.com
www.steamboatcarwash.com
BEDROOM & MATTRESS
Mountain Mattress
1880 Loggers Lane, #B
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.8116 | info@mountainmattress.com
www.mountainmattress.com
BUILDING SUPPLIES
Alpine Lumber
1090 Pine Grove Rd.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.5550
www.alpinelumber.com

Fox Construction, Inc.
2034 Snow Bowl
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.7529
sarah@fox-construction.com
www.fox-construction.com
Grove Mountain Properties
970.367.7455
sales@grovemtn.com
www.grovemtn.com
HLCC Construction Company
2667 Copper Ridge Circle, # 2
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.6831
pegi@hlccconstruction.com
www.hlccconstruction.com
JSM Builders
675 Snapdragon Way, #280
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.871.4899

CABINETS
Alpine Design Kitchens
685 Marketplace Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.879.6962
al@alpinedesignkitchens.com
Alpine Lumber
1090 Pine Grove Rd.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.5550
www.alpinelumber.com
Fedewa Custom Works
1794 Kamar Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.1174
www.fedewacustomworks.com

Home of The
Unlimited Gold Wash Club

$

39.95

*

per
month

Two Convenient Self-Serve Locations

West: 1739 Lincoln Avenue (next to Steamboat Rentals)
East: 635 Lincoln Avenue (behind Freshies)

Full Service Location

Corner of Lincoln Avenue & Trafalgar Drive (next to Freshies)
Hand Washes & Hot Water Sprays for Shuttles & Oversize Vehicles
Multi Vehicle Detailing Discounts

Stop By Or Give Us A Call Today

970.870.3363 • steamboatcarwash.com
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Thurston Kitchen & Bath
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.9222
www.thurstonkitchenandbath.com
CONTRACTORS
Beck Construction, Inc.
PO Box 774000-271
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.846.4368
beckinc@sprinsips.com
Fair & Square Construction, Inc.
2673 Jacob Circle, Unit 700
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.7725
fairandsquareoffice@yahoo.com
www.fairandsquare.com

Modular Homes
2673 Jacob Circle, Unit 700
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.7725
fairandsquareoffice@yahoo.com
www.fairandsquare.com
Vargas Construction, Inc.
PO Box 772621
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.846.5022
vargasconstructionofsteamboat@gmail.com
COUNTERTOPS
Alpine Design Kitchens
685 Marketplace Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.879.6962
al@alpinedesignkitchens.com
Thurston Kitchen & Bath
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.9222
www.thurstonkitchenandbath.com
DESIGN-BUILD
Becker Design Build LLC
PO Box 772877
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.846.8016
frank@beckerarchitecture.com
www.beckerarchitecture.com
Fedewa Custom Works
1794 Kamar Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.1174
www.fedewacustomworks.com

Design-Build
Stuart Arc
970.819.2159
www.stuartarc.com
Zola European Windows
1169 Hilltop Pkwy, # 201
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
303.578.0001
info@zolawindows.com
www.zolawindows.com
DOCUMENT SCANNING & ARCHIVING
StructureTek
PO Box 881515
Steamboat Springs, CO 80488
970.846.9344
january@structuretek.com
DOORS
Alpine Lumber
1090 Pine Grove Rd.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.5550
www.alpinelumber.com
Zola European Windows
1169 Hilltop Pkwy, # 201
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
303.578.0001
info@zolawindows.com
www.zolawindows.com
DRAFTING
Head Painters Inc.
PO Box 882346
Steamboat Springs, CO 80488
970.846.2719
Timothy1480@msn.com
Jake's Drafting Service, Inc.
426 Oak St.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.7929
jakes@springsips.com
www.jakesdrafting.com
ELECTRIC UTILITY
Yampa Valley Electric Association
21 10th St.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.1160
www.yvea.com
ENGINEERS
Littlehorn Engineering
Steamboat Springs, CO
970.879.5112
www.littlehornengineering.com

Wilder Engineering, LLC
1170 Blue Sage Dr
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.819.7848
info@wilder-eng.com
www.wilder-eng.com
FIREPLACES & STOVES
Alpine Fireplace & Appliance
2251 Downhill Drive , #D
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.367.4411
info@alpinefireplaceandappliance.com
www.alpinefireplaceandappliance.com
Hot Stuff Hearth & Home
1625 Mid Valley Dr., # 3
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.7614
www.hotstuffhearth.com
Mountain Home Stove & Fireplaces, LLC
1890 Loggers Lane, # H
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.7962
www.mountainhomestove.com
FLOOD & WATER DAMAGE
Flood Suckers
1480 Pine Grove Rd
Steamboat Springs, CO 80488
970.871.0001
bgbell@floodsuckers.com
www.floodsuckers.com
FRAMING
Vargas Construction, Inc.
PO Box 772621
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.846.5022
vargasconstructionofsteamboat@gmail.com

One-Stop Shop
for your Heating
and Appliance needs!

FURNITURE
Home on the Range
1880 Loggers Lane, #E
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.870.6777
design1@therangesteamboat.com
www.homeontherangeinteriors.com

SALES, SERVICE AND INSTALLATION ON FIREPLACES,
APPLIANCES, BOILERS, FURNACES,
HOT WATER HEATERS AND AIR CONDITIONERS

Silver Creek Design
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.5225
silvercreekdesign@gmail.com
www.silvercreekdesign.net

2251 Downhill Drive, Unit D, Steamboat Springs

970.367.4411

info@alpinefireplaceandappliance.com
www.alpinefireplaceandappliance.com
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GARBAGE & RUBBISH COLLECTION

ICE MELT SYSTEMS

Axis Steel Fabrication & Recycling
802 E 2nd Place
Craig, CO 81626
970.824.3256

Kirk Jones Construction, Inc.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80488
970.846.2430
kirkrjones2000@gmail.com
www.kirkjonesconstructioninc.com

GRANITE & MARBLE
Alpine Design Kitchens
685 Marketplace Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.879.6962
al@alpinedesignkitchens.com

INSULATION
Accurate Insulation
2252 Colex Dr
Grand Junction, CO 81505
970.241.8871
www.accurate-insulation.net

HOLIDAY LIGHTING
Steamboat Holiday Lighting
27425 Brandon Circle
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.439.0002
david@steamboatholidaylighting.com
www.steamboatholidaylighting.com

INSURANCE

Steamboat Lightscapes
1625 Mid Valley Dr., Unit 1-195
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.9965
steamboatlightscapes@gmail.com
www.steamboatlightscapes.com

Steamboat Select Insurance Group, Inc.
405 S. Lincoln Ave., Suite A
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.1363
thayes@steamboatselectins.com
www.steamboatselectins.com

HOME FURNISHINGS

INTERIOR DESIGN

Home on the Range
1880 Loggers Lane, #E
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.870.6777
design1@therangesteamboat.com
www.homeontherangeinteriors.com

Home on the Range
1880 Loggers Lane, #E
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.870.6777
design1@therangesteamboat.com
www.homeontherangeinteriors.com

Mountain Mattress
1880 Loggers Lane, #B
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.8116
info@mountainmattress.com
www.mountainmattress.com

Moss Interior Co.
206.619.0604
Marisha@mossinterior.com
www.mossinterior.com

Silver Creek Design
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.5225
silvercreekdesign@gmail.com
www.silvercreekdesign.net

Kinser Insurance Agency
1495 Pine Grove Rd. , Suite 201A
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.1330
www.kinserinsurance.com

Silver Creek Design
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.5225
silvercreekdesign@gmail.com
www.silvercreekdesign.net

Vertical Arts
690 Marketplace Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970. 871.0056
www.vertical-arts.com

Steamboat Lightscapes
1625 Mid Valley Dr., Unit 1-195
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.9965
steamboatlightscapes@gmail.com
www.steamboatlightscapes.com

KITCHEN & BATH
Alpine Design Kitchens
685 Marketplace Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.879.6962
al@alpinedesignkitchens.com
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
2831 Elk River Rd.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.2599
www.ferguson.com
Thurston Kitchen & Bath
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.9222
www.thurstonkitchenandbath.com

LOG HOMES
Fox Construction, Inc.
2034 Snow Bowl
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.7529
sarah@fox-construction.com
www.fox-construction.com
Thomas Wood Handcrafted Log
Homes, Inc.
PO Box 772418
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.846.4427
tom@thomaswoodloghomes.com
www.thomaswoodloghomes.com
METAL RECYCLING

LIGHTBULBS
Light Works of Steamboat
1890 Loggers Lane, # C
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.3905
nancy@lightworksofsteamboat.com
www.lightworksofsteamboat.com
LIGHTING
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
2831 Elk River Rd.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.2599
www.ferguson.com
Light Works of Steamboat
1890 Loggers Lane, # C
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.3905
nancy@lightworksofsteamboat.com
www.lightworksofsteamboat.com

Axis Steel Fabrication & Recycling
802 E 2nd Place
Craig, CO 81626
970.824.3256
METAL WORK
Axis Steel Fabrication & Recycling
802 E 2nd Place
Craig, CO 81626
970.824.3256
MODULAR HOMES
Fair & Square Construction, Inc.
2673 Jacob Circle, Unit 700
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.7725
fairandsquareoffice@yahoo.com
www.fairandsquare.com

Unique
handcrafted
log homes
970-846-4427 | 970-879-3935
www.thomaswoodloghomes.com
Kitchen, Bath & Garage Additions
General Contractor Services
Repair | Restoration | Chinking
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970·819·7848 | WILDER-ENG.COM
ANDY@WILDER-ENG.COM

MORTAGE & LOANS

REAL ESTATE
Chloe Lawrence, SIR
1855 Ski Time Square Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.819.2150
www.sothebysrealty.com/eng/associate/180a-4641-4036608/chloe-lawrence

Fidelity Mortgage
970.761.2245
kathryn@fidelitymtg.com
www.steamboatmtg.com
Premier Mortgage Group
721 Oak St, #213
Steamboat Springs, XO 80487
970.846.1295
info@pmglending.com
www.pmglending.com

Cindy MacGray, Steamboat Sotheby's
International Realty
610 Marketplace Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.0342
www.sothebysrealty.com/eng/associate/180a-3336-4029948/cindy-macgray

PAINTING CONTRACTORS
Mountain Colors Painting
PO Box 773318
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.879.3452
mtcolors@comcast.net

Darlinda Baldinger, SIR
1855 Ski Time Square Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.7192
www.sothebysrealty.com/eng/associate/180a-4641-4036601/darlinda-baldinger

Head Painters
970-846-2719
timothy1480@msn.com
PLUMBERS & PLUMBING SUPPLY
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
2831 Elk River Rd.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.2599
www.ferguson.com
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Circle 4R Property Management
1559 Conestoga Circle
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.1622
joe@circle4R.com | www.circle4R.com
Jones Wither Property
970.846.1642
joneswither@gmail.com
www.joneswithersteamboatpropertymanagement.com

Doug Labor, Steamboat Sotheby's
International Realty
Downtown Steamboat
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.0061
dlabor@buysteamboat.com
www.buysteamboat.com
Kim Kriessing Real Estate, REMAX
155 Anglers Dr., #200
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.4250
kim@liveinsteamboat.com
www.remaxsteamboat.com/kim-kreissig
Matt Eidt, Colorado Group Realty
509 Lincoln Ave
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.819.0827
matt@mybrokers.com
www.owntheboat.com

Pam Vanatta, SIR
610 Marketplace Plaza
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.291.8100
www.sothebysrealty.com/eng/associate/180a-3336-4028791/pam-vanatta
Randi Fox, Colorado Group Realty
509 Lincoln Ave
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.819.5916
randi@mybrokers.com
www.thepaoligroup.com
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
Grove Mountain Properties
970.367.7455
sales@grovemtn.com
www.grovemtn.com

SOLAR ENERGY EQUIPMENT &
CONTRACTORS
Brightside Solar
12 Nob St.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.1707
matt@brightsidesolarinc.com
www.brightsidesolarinc.com
Sunwise Solar
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.819.0840
www.sunwise-solar.com
STORAGE
Conroy Moving and Storage
2510 Copper Ridge Dr.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.1125
ryan@conroymoving.com

RECYCLING
Axis Steel Fabrication & Recycling
802 E 2nd Place
Craig, CO 81626
970.824.3256

SUSTAINABILITY

ROOFING

TIMBER FRAMING

Nordic SIPS
2619 Copper Ridge Cir, Unit 3
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.734.8101
eric@nordicsips.com
www.nordicsips.com

Thomas Wood Handcrafted Log
Homes, Inc.
PO Box 772418
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.846.4427
tom@thomaswoodloghomes.com
www.thomaswoodloghomes.com

Kirk Jones Construction, Inc.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80488
970.846.2430
kirkrjones2000@gmail.com
www.kirkjonesconstructioninc.com

Yampa Valley Sustainability Council
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
www.yvsc.org

TITLE COMPANIES
Land Title Guarantee Company
255 Anglers Drive, Suite B
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.870.2822
mgibson@ltgc.com
Title Company of the Rockies
501 Lincoln Ave.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.2919
www.titlecorockies.com
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BOYS

LLC

POUR

CONCRETE

QUALITY FLOORS - DECORATIVE FLATWORK - FOUNDATIONS

RANDY NELSON

LEED AP - 25+ Years Experience

970.819.9739

PourBoys-Concrete.com
pourboysconcrete@yahoo.com

PO Box 770729
Steamboat Springs
Colorado 80477

YOUR HOME DESIGN EXPERTS
426 OAK ST, STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO

970-879-7929

JAKES@SPRINGSIPS.COM
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YVEA wants to promote
your business FREE!
Introducing Co-op Connections, a discount program that
provides incredible discounts to over 30 million members.
We invite all businesses in our community to join us for FREE.

TREE SERVICE

WINDOWS

Steamboat Lightscapes
1625 Mid Valley Dr., Unit 1-195
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.9965
steamboatlightscapes@gmail.com
www.steamboatlightscapes.com

Alpine Lumber
1090 Pine Grove Rd.
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.5550
www.alpinelumber.com

WELDING & FABRICATION
Axis Steel Fabrication & Recycling
802 E 2nd Place
Craig, CO 81626
970.824.3256
Window Coverings & Treatments
Budget Blinds of Steamboat-Laramie
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.879.6293
steamboatlaramie@budgetblinds.com
www.budgetblinds.com/steamboatlaramie

Live Comfortably, Save Money!

•

Zola European Windows
1169 Hilltop Pkwy, # 201
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
303.578.0001
info@zolawindows.com
www.zolawindows.com
WOOD PROTECTION: EXTERIOR
Western Wood Protection
1559 Conestoga Circle
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
970.846.1622
www.westernwoodprotection.com

970.879.1160

https://www.yvea.com/coop-connections-program
www.yvea.com • Like us on f

SAVE MONEY WITH LOWER
AIR CONDITIONING & HEATING BILLS!

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
New Construction & Retrofit

Call 970-241-8871 for a FREE assessment
www.accurate-insulation.net
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EXTERIOR & INTERIOR WOOD PROTECTION

Experts making old wood look new again!
FREE INSPECTION & ESTIMATE
Joe Redfern | 970-846-1622 | Steamboat Springs | Colorado
www.westernwoodprotection.com
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High performance windows.

Designed in Steamboat Springs. Capturing views nationwide.
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303-578-0001 | zolawindows.com

